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Abstract
The phase behaviour of low molar mass poly(ethylene-a/<-propylene) -poly(di-

methylsiloxane) (PEP-PDMS) is investigated in this thesis by the combination of
dynamical mechanical spectroscopy (rheology) to measure phase transition tem-
peratures, and small-angle x-ray scattering to identify the morphology of encoun-
tered phases. Samples of PEP-PDMS in the range of 0.2 - 0.7 in volume fraction of
PEP are studied. This diblock copolymer system exhibits the three classical phases
of lamellar sandwich structure (LAM), hexagonally packed cylinders (HEX), and
spheres arranged on a body centered cubic lattice (BCC). Furthermore the gy-
roid phase (Iasd symmetry) of two interpenetrating networks was also identi-
fied as a stable phase of the PEP-PDMS system. Time resolved measurements
of small-angle neutron scattering in tandem with simultaneous in-situ rheologi-
cal measurements are performed on samples showing transitions between different
ordered phases. The identification of especially the BCC and gyroid phases from
scattering experiments is treated. By performing mesoscopic crystallographic mea-
surements using a custom built goniometer it was unambiguously shown that the
application of shear to an unoriented powder-like sample introduces uniaxial ori-
entation of the gyroid phase. The orientation of the ordered phase is otherwise
random, causing a two-dimensional powder. Finally this dissertation presents a
discussion of relevant parameters for the description of diblock copolymer phase
behaviour together with descriptions of anionic polymerization for the synthesis
of copolymers, and various experimental techniques for the characterization of
diblocks.

This dissertation is submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the
Ph.D. degree at the Faculty of Science, University of Copenhagen. Supervisors
were Kristoffer Almdal, Condensed Matter Physics and Chemistry Department,
Ris0 National Laboratory, and Thomas BJ0rnholm, Department of Chemistry,
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The front cover illustration is a schematic representation of the mesoscopic gyroid
morphology of laid symmetry exhibited by compositionally asymmetric low molar
mass diblock copolymers. The minority fraction blocks constitute the two inter-
penetrating networks while the the majority fraction blocks constitute the matrix
between the networks. The typical spacing between the principal Bragg planes in
this structure is approx. 25 A. (Computer graphics by Peter Sommer-Larsen)
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Preface

CHEMISTRY:
synthesis and
molecular
characteristics

anionic
polymerization!

rheology

SAXS

This Ph.D. thesis represents the work and research I've performed during a
three year stipend granted in tandem by the Danish Research Academy and
Ris0 National Laboratory, while being under the auspices of the Department of
Chemistry, Faculty of Science, University of Copenhagen. The thesis covers the
synthesis of a diblock copolymer system, its molecular characterization, and the
identification and study of mesoscopic and macroscopic material characteristics. I
have attempted to work with both the chemical and physical aspects of diblock
copolymers by merging the tradi-
tional fields of the chemist (syn-
thesis) and physicist (rheology
and scattering). This has led me
through work with anionic poly-
merization for sample synthesis.
Rheology was applied to learn
about the dynamic mechanical
behaviour and small angle x-ray
scattering and small angle neu-
tron scattering gave valuable in-
formation on the ordered mor-
phologies. Finally samples were
characterized by gel permeation chromatography, nuclear magnetic resonance, and
matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight measurements. The ex-
perimental methods are illustrated in the figure above relatively to how much time
I have spent with the individual experimental techniques. It has been three exiting
and interesting years and I've realized that research is a very challenging — but
also a very satisfactory way of spending a professional life.

M. E. V.

K0benhavn, Denmark-
October 1997
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Introduction

Synthetic polymers are conventionally classified as thermoplastics or thermosets as
illustrated by Figure 1. Thermosets are networks of polymer chains characterized
by various degrees of cross-linking which influences their material properties. Ther-
moplastics however are characterized by a transition temperature below which the
polymer chains are "frozen" and unable to move. Crystalline thermoplastics freeze
(partly) into crystals, where the atoms are regularly placed on lattices of long range
order, while amorphous thermoplastics freeze as a glass, i.e. an amorphous matrix
of polymer chains without long range microscopic atomic order. Polymers en-

I synthetic polymers

thermoplastics thermosets

crystalline [ | amorphous |

hornopoiymers I | copolymers j

-graft- I -block- I -alt- -ran-

Figure 1. Diblock copolymers in the context of the vast field of synthetic polymers.

countered in everyday life are normally applied below this transition temperature,
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being the melting temperature, Tm, for crystalline polymers, or the glass tran-
sition temperature, Tg, for amorphous polymers. However processing of polymer
materials in manufacturing industry normally takes place above this temperature.
Polymers encountered in everyday life are also most often homopolymers, i.e. poly-
mers with molecular chains of the same repeating constitutional unit. By design-
ing chain molecules composed of different chemical units co-polymers are made.
The architecture of copolymer molecules may be very complex. One category of
copolymers is the group of block copolymers, an interesting group of mesomor-
phic materials, which forms ordered crystal-like phases above the Tg. The block
copolymer molecules segregate (i.e. the composition profile is anisotropic) and
phases of various symmetries are formed. These ordered phases exist in the melt
above the glass transition temperature, but not above the order-disorder transition
(ODT) temperature, TODT- The simplest model of a block copolymer is a diblock
copolymer, which simply contains two chemically different molecular chains linked
together by a covalent bond into one molecule. This thesis presents the results
of synthesizing and studying a model system of poly(ethylene-a/<-propylene-6iocfc-
dimethylsiloxane) (PEP-PDMS).

Chapter 1 presents the results of studying a range of PEP-PDMS diblocks cov-
ering an interval of 0.2-0.7 in volume fraction of PEP. [1] Temperature controlled

rheology measurements are related to small-
angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements,
and from this data the morphology diagram,
shown in Figure 2, is composed. The mor-
phology diagram shows the different phases
(or morphologies) of the diblock copolymer
system. It illustrates the stable phases in a
graph which maps the phase transitions in
terms of the degree of segregation (xN) ver-
sus the composition given by the volume frac-
tion of the hydrocarbon block (/PEP)- Apart
from the classical phases of lamellar layers
(LAM), hexagonally packed rods (HEX), and

body centered cubic ordered spheres (BCC), this system exhibits the "gyroid"
phase (G) of Ia3d symmetry and a complex phase (HPL), which presently is not
fully identified.

In Chapter 2 a sample of asymmetric composition is investigated in great detail.
[2] This sample exhibits multiple order-order transitions (OOT), and is studied
by simultaneous small-angle neu-
tron scattering (SANS) and in-situ
rheology. This is the first time that
the macroscopic material proper-
ties have been correlated with the
mesoscopic structural changes in
real time. The data of such an ex-
periment is illustrated in Figure 3,
which gives experimental evidence
that the complex HPL phase (iden-
tified by the SANS pattern in in-
set 1) is metastable with respect to
the gyroid phase (identified by the
SANS pattern in inset 6). This data
also shows that the transition time Figure 3: SANS and in-situ rheology

is relatively slow (approximately 3 hours at T = 40 °C). Finally Chapter 2 studies
the complex structure of the metastable HPL elucidated via high resolution SAXS

Figure 2: The morphology diagram
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measurements.
Chapter 3 gives a description of phase identification by small angle scat-

tering. Typical examples of SAXS are shown and the BCC and gyroid struc-
tures are indexed. The origin of the typical scattering pattern (10 spots) from
the gyroid structure is explained and by performing mesoscopic crystallography
with SANS, the explanation of the 10 spot pattern is verified, as illustrated in

Figure 4. This novel experiment, [3] that
is based on well known crystallographic
techniques, has not before been used for
the identification of structures in soft con-
densed matter. It is a very powerful tool
for the unambiguous indexation of meso-
morphic phases, because it allows for easy
collection of scattering data from different
projections of the sample. Finally, Chap-
ter 3 discusses a model for the HPL struc-
ture.
Chapter 4 gives a resume and an overview
of the important parameters for the de-
scription of phase behaviour.
Chapter 5 describes the synthesis and prepa-
ration of diblock PEP-PDMS copolymers.
Chapter 6 deals with the molecular charac-
terization of the synthesized diblock sam-
ples.
Finally a summary is given in Chapter 7.

Figure 4- Mesomorphic Crystallography

Ris0-R-998(EN) 11



1 Phase Behaviour and the Mor-
phology Diagram: Temperature
Controlled Rheology Related to
SAXS Measurements

The recent years of experimental studies of diblock copolymers has clearly shown
a tendency to lower the molar mass of the synthesized model systems. [4] [5] [6] [7]
[8] [9] This development has resulted in a bloom of in phase behaviour, and new
complex phases are observed experimentally besides the classical ones of spheres
packed in a body centered cubic fashion (BCC), hexagonally packed rods (HEX),
and a simple sandwich structure of lamellar (LAM). Bates and coworkers [4] ob-
served how these complex phases, which were present in a very narrow composition
interval in high molar mass diblocks, became more pronounced as the molar mass
was reduced. One of the new phases is the well characterized gyroid phase (G)
which is a tricontinous cubic structure, [10] but also other (metastable) phases or
(intermediate) structures appear as the over-all molar mass is lowered. Hamley
et al. observed hexagonally perforated layered (HPL) and hexagonally modulated
layered (HML) structures. [11] [12] Hillmyer et al. [6] reported on modified lamel-
lar (ML) structures, while Hajduk et al. [9] described this group of structures as
perforated layers (PL). Presently only the gyroid phase from the group of complex
structures is fully understood and experimentally characterized (See Chapter 3).

The stability of the classical phases near the order-disorder transition (ODT)
was predicted by Leibler [13] by mean field calculations based on the random
phase approximation. His theory describes the phase behaviour in only two pa-
rameters: the composition given by the volume fraction of one of the blocks f\
and the degree of segregation \N, which is the Flory-Huggins interaction param-
eter \ [14] [15] [16] multiplied with the degree of polymerization N (vide infra).
Leibler predicted a transition from LAM to disorder at the symmetric compo-
sition (/ = 0.5), but otherwise multiple transitions between phases from LAM
to HEX to BCC to DIS was predicted. By including the effect of fluctuations
in the composition profile, following the method of Brazovskii, [17] Fredrickson
and Helfand [18] developed a theory which showed that the diblock copolymer,
depending on diblock composition, may disorder from any of the classical phases,
which agrees with experiment. [4] This BLFH theory introduces a third parame-
ter for the description of phase behaviour N [19] which controls the composition
fluctuation correction to Leiblers original theory. The stability of the complex gy-
roid phase was accounted for by Matsen et al. [20] [21] by implementing a full
self-consistent field theory, but this does not predict the transformation from the
gyroid phase directly to the disordered isotropic state. Hamley and Podneks [22]
[23] calculated the stability of the gyroid phase including composition fluctuations,
following the method of BLFH theory applied in the two-wavenumber approxima-
tion, and showed that this phase can transform directly to the disordered phase.
Calculations of the stability of other complex structures by Qi et al. [24] [25] [26]
suggest that these are metastable and may be precursors to the gyroid phase.

12 Ris0-R-998(EN)



Based on experimental observations it was suggested by Almdal el al. [27] that
asymmetric block statistics in a diblock molecule influences its phase behaviour.
This was not taken into consideration by diblock copolymer theory before Vava-
sour and Whitmore [28] derived a self-consistent mean field theory, which includes
a generic symmetry parameter c that gauges differences in space filling character-
istics between the two blocks.

. . . temperature, T
molar mass, M K

symmetry, e

composition, / m , M interaction, %

monomers
^/ /

fluctuations, N

Figure 5. The most important parameters for the description of diblock copolymer
phase behaviour.

The parameters governing phase behaviour are graphically illustrated in Fig-
ure 5. The choice of chemical units (monomers) for the diblock copolymer system
determines the symmetry parameter e and the interaction parameter x- These
are intrinsic parameters that solely depend on the different (chemically unlike)
monomers of the two blocks. The interaction parameter can phenomenologically
be describe by the form: x = &/T + b, [29] [30] where the parameters a and b
are estimated via BLFH theory from measurements of the TODT in samples of
identical / but different molar mass (See Section 4.3). The molar mass M is con-
trolled by the synthesis and determines the degree of polymerization JV, which
is equal to the number of repeated units in the polymer molecule. In the case of
diblocks, where two different monomers are used for the synthesis of the same
polymer molecule, an effective degree of polymerization is calculated on the ba-
sis of the constant volume of a standard segment unit v$ (See Section 4.1). The
Ginzburg-like parameter N, which signals the significance of the correction to the
mean field degree of segregation at the ODT due to composition fluctuations, de-
pends on the polymer molar mass through the effective degree of polymerization

6

N: N — -ffi-N, where <IAB is an averaged value of the statistical segment length

calculated from aAB — / A « A + /BaA (^ee Section 4.2).
The external parameter (considered here) which governs diblock phase be-

haviour is the temperature T. At low temperatures the blocks are in the glassy
state. Increasing the temperature takes the diblock in the melt state through
possible order-order transitions (OOT) between different phases or intermediate

Ris0-R-998(EN) 13



structures of the ordered state before it passes the order-disorder transition (ODT)
into the disordered state (DIS). Mapping the phases of adiblock system on a graph
in terms of \N and / constitutes the morphology diagram and is frequently used
to illustrate phase behaviour. Sometimes this unfortunately is referred to as the
phase diagram, which it is not, as the abscissa in such a diagram is not a vari-
able, but a fixed parameter determined by the synthesis. Different regimes for
the interaction between blocks of chemically unlike monomers are defined by the
ordinate. The weak segregation limit (VVSL) lies around xN ~ 10, where theory
predicts the TODT- In the WSL the density profile for one of the blocks is only
slightly modulated, whereas the density profile is almost step-like in the strong
segregation limit (SSL) and the sample is divided into volumes composed almost
entirely of identical blocks. The SSL is for degrees of segregation \N S> 10.

diblock system
PE-PEP

PEP-PEE
PE-PEE

PI-PS
PS-PVP

PEP-PDMS

~ M
150 kg/mol
60 kg/mol
24 kg/mol
17 kg/mol
15 kg/mol
7 kg/mol

reference
[4] [11] [31]
[4] [11] [31]
[8] [11] [31]

[5] [32]
[7]

this work

X(423 K)
0.5 x 10-2
1 x 10-2
3x 10-2
8x 10-2
12 x 10"2
19 x 10-2

Approx. molar mass of symmetric samples that disorders at 150 °C.

Table 1. A list of different diblock copolymer systems including approx. values of
the molar mass of samples that disorder at 150 °C, and the interaction parameter
\. The list shows the overall trend of reducing the molar mass of investigated
systems, which results in diblock choices of greater interaction parameter values.

A representative list of examined diblock copolymer morphology diagrams in-
vestigated to date shows how the interaction parameter has increased as the typ-
ical molar mass for each system has decreased. The system treated in this work-
represents a reduction of the molar mass by more than a factor of 20 and an en-
hancement of the interaction parameter of approx. a factor of 40 compared with
the diblock system of highest molar mass (PE-PEP) in Table 1. The PEP-PDMS
system still behaves in a polymeric fashion and exhibits different ordered phases
of complex and curved interfaces that separate rich domains of identical blocks.
Carrying on the trend of reducing the overall molar mass must eventually lead to
a crossover from polymer-like phase behaviour of microphase separation [13] to
liquid crystal phase behaviour of nematic and smectic phases. [33]

This Chapter presents the phase behaviour for the PEP-PDMS system. Ten
samples were synthesized in the / range 22-70 vol. % PEP. Rheology measure-
ments were used to identify the OOT and ODT temperatures, while synchrotron
small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) and small angle neutron scattering (SANS)
were used to identify the structure of the ordered phases. In order to acquire a
detailed picture of phase behaviour of samples very closely related in composition,
mixtures were blended of strategically chosen samples. This gives a just picture
of phase behaviour of the diblock copolymer system and is shown (in Chapter 6)
to be a reasonable technique, by comparing the molar mass distribution of the
blended samples to the molar mass distribution of its parent polymers.

1.1 Experimental
A series of 10 PEP-PDMS diblocks were produced by anionic polymerization of
PI-PDMS followed by catalytic hydrogenation of the unsaturated hydrocarbon

14 Ris0-R-998(EN)



block (See Chapter 5). Pairs of diblock melts close in volume fraction of PEP were
carefully selected (and polymerized) to also match each other in molar mass, and
mixtures were prepared from these by codissulition in n-hexane (See Chapter 5).
In Table 2 the samples (melts and mixtures) are listed by their value of volume

sample
melt blend A:B /PEP

PEP-PDMS
Mn A/W/Afn

#
22

21
8

13
9
6
17
11
7

12

mix22
mix23
mix24

mix34
mix35
mix36
mix37
mix38

mix67
mix68
mix69

by wt.
A

3:1
2:2
1:3
B
A

5:1
4:2
3:3
2:4
1:5
B

A
3:1
2:2
1:3
B

0.219(7)
0.226
0.234
0.242
0.250(4)
0.332(12)
0.341
0.351
0.361
0.372
0.383
0.395(12)
0.436(19)
0.485(12)
0.503(19)
0.663(14)
0.654(14)
0.665
0.676
0.688
0.701(6)

(g/mol)
12.51(43)

12.95(40)
12.13(34)

11.75(42)
7.81(21)
6.28(19)
8.38(35)
9.79(27)

10.60(32)

11.73(32)

(PS eq.)
1.08

1.08

1.11
1.05

1.09

1.12
1.06
1.07
1.11
1.05
1.04

1.04

1.04

Table 2. Overview of samples considered for this thesis: 10 diblock PEP-PDMS
copolymer melts and 11 derived mixtures, listed by their value O / / P E P - The weight
ratios for the preparation of the blended samples are given. Also listed is the poly-
disperstty index for all the melts and some blends, as measured by GPC based on
the calibration from polystyrene standards (PS eq.).

fraction of PEP, / P E P - The samples are organized in four groups: Three groups
each consisting of two parent polymers and the weighted mixtures blended from
the two parent polymers, and one group of diblock melts from which no mixtures
were prepared. The volume fractions are calculated from synthesis data (See Sec-
tion 5.2) and verified by NMR measurements (See Section 6.1). The Table also lists
the molar mass a calculated from synthesis data (See Section 5.2), which was ver-
ified by matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF)
measurements (See Section 6.2). The polydispersity indices were evaluated by gel
permeation chromatography, which measured the polystyrene equivalent (PS eq.)
polydispersities of the diblock melts and some of the mixtures (See Section 6.3).

Measurements of the dynamic shear moduli were made using a Rheometrics
RSA II rheometer, using the shear sandwich configuration. The sample thickness
between the sandwich shear plates was 2 x 0.3 mm, and the samples were kept in
a temperature controlled nitrogen atmosphere for temperatures greater than 100
°C. Dynamical mechanical measurements were performed by measuring the elastic
shear modulus G' and the loss modulus G" while increasing the temperature.
Oscillating frequencies u> and shear strain amplitudes 7 were typically w ~ 1 rad/s
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and 7 ~ 1 %, while the temperature ramps varied from 0.3 °C/min to 6 °C/min.
The rheology trace as a function of temperature normally gives clear indications
of the order-disorder transition, as both moduli drop drastically, but also order-
order transitions can often be observed in the rheological temperature trace. The
rheology trace of a temperature scan can only be suggestive of what phase or
phases the sample exhibits. The accuracy of transition temperatures determined

-0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5

log{ heating rate /(0C/min)}

Figure 6. The error of the transition temperature is evaluated as a function of the
heating rate. For ODT temperatures the error ATODT is minor and due to lim-
ited heat transfer into the sample. For OOT temperatures the error is distinctly
greater and is primarily due to slow transition kinetics of the sample, which de-
pends independently on the sample. Here data from the OOT in PEP-PDMS-7 is
illustrated.

in this way chiefly depends on the rate of temperature increase. The true sample
temperature always lacks behind the recorded temperatures in these measurements
because of the mass of sample holders etc. surrounding the sample inside the oven.
The faster the temperature ramps are the more the true sample temperature lacks
behind. We have estimated this error in recorded temperature by measuring the
difference in oven temperature and the temperature measured by a thermocouple
inside the sample (PEP-PDMS-22) as a function of heating rate. This difference,
due to limitations in heat transfer, will give errors, ATODT. of the measured ODT
temperature, and is illustrated in Figure 6. A straight line fitted to these points
give the following estimate of the error of the ODT temperatures:

ATODT{heating rate/(°C/min)) = 2.72 log{heating rate) + 1.22 (1)

The measurements of the order-order transition in the PEP-PDMS-7 sample
at different heating rates was compared to each other and the relative difference,
ATOOT, to the smallest rate (0.2 °C/min) is illustrated in Figure 6. Also here the
TOOT varies linearly with the logarithm of the heating rate, but the error is much
greater compared to the ODT estimate. This is due to slow kinetics of the OOT
in the sample and not because of slow heat transfer inside the oven. We assume
that the linear fit to the OOT data in Figure 6 is illustrative of the slow OOT
kinetics in the PEP-PDMS system, which leads to the following estimate of the
error in transition temperature as a function of heating rate:

ATOor{heating rate/{"C/min)) = 14.97 log(/jeah'nfir rate) + 10.35 (2)

However we emphasize that the kinetics may be much faster or slower for other
samples.

The transition temperatures are listed in Table 3 together with the error as cal-
culated from Equations 1 and 2. The true transmission temperatures are expected
to lie within the interval {T,T - AT).

16 Ris0-R-998(EN)



sample
name TV

transition temperatures
TOOT TOOT TOOT

22
mix22
mix23
mix24
21

8
mix34
mix35
mix36
mix38
mix34
13
9
6
17
11

7
mix67
mix68
mix69
12

203

211

200

195
130
105
141
168
181

202

°C
134(-2)
138(-1)
151(-3)
173(-3)
191(-3)
245(-3)
239(-2)
234(-3)
240(-3)
243(-3)
234(-0)
266(-7)
134(-1)
64(-0)

165(-1)
167(-3)

172(-1)
170(-3)
185(-3)
175(-0)
174(-1)

°C °C °C

92(-10)

137(-17)

105(-17)
86(-17)

88(-3)

111(-17)

122(-10)
100(-17) 74(-17)
137(-17) 84(-17) 31(-17)
83(-6) 41(-6) -8(-6)

Table 3. Transition temperatures as measured by rheology. These temperatures are
measured during a heat ramp and overestimate the real transition temperatures.
The error depends on the actual heating rate and is approximated by Equations 1
and 2. The effective degrees of polymerization, N, are listed for the pure diblocks.

Identification of phases was done by small-angle x-ray scattering experiments
performed on either isotropic samples, which gave Debye-Scherrer rings of scat-
tering, or performed on shear oriented samples, which resulted in Bragg reflected
scattering from the anisotropic oriented samples. Please see Chapter 3 for details
on phase identification via small-angle scattering experiments, and Section2.1 or
descriptions elsewhere [34] for experimental details.

1.2 Phase Transitions Measured by Rheology and
SAXS

The samples PEP-PDMS-22 (/PEp = 0.22) and PEP-PDMS-21 (/P E P = 0.25)
posses BCC and HEX phases, respectively. The traces of the elastic shear modulus
G' during a heating rate of 2 °C/min is shown in Figure 7 together with the traces
of the mixtures blended from these two samples. The modulus of PEP-PDMS-
22 (Figure 7a) is almost constant and of the order 104 Pa as the temperature
increases, which is typical for solid cubic phases. The modulus of PEP-PDMS-21
(Figure 7e) decreases slowly with the temperature ramp, and a modulus of order
103 Pa is distinctly less than what is observed for PEP-PDMS-22, in agreement
with the assignment of a HEX phase for this sample. [8] The temperature traces
of G' in the blended samples, mix23 and mix24, strongly resemble the trace of
PEP-PDMS-21 and have also been identified as being of the HEX phase by SAXS
measurements. However the blended sample, mix22, shows a variation in G' which
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is not seen in any of the parent polymers. The rheology of this sample suggests
an order-order transition at 92 °C.

The existence of a transition from HEX to BCC is confirmed by the SAXS data.
At temperatures below approx. 70°C the azimuthally averaged intensity shows two
orders of reflection in q in the ratio 1 : -<JZ (not illustrated) identifying the lower
temperature phase to be HEX. Further support for this phase assignment is given
in Figure 8. Here the data is radially averaged in a small band (0.035-0.085 A"1)
in q and displayed as a function of azimuthal angle (indicated by the inset). The
sample was subjected to shear alignment (u> = 100 rad/s, and 7 = 100 %) for 5
min prior to the temperature ramp. This resulted in a 2D scattering pattern of
strong equatorial reflections at 6 = 0° and 9 = 180°. Upon heating the symmetry

50 100 150 200

toa.

50 100 150 ->200

77(°C)

Figure 7. Rheology of PEP-PDMS-22, PEP-PDMS-21, and their blends. Tran-
sition temperatures are listed in Table 3. (a) Sample PEP-PDMS-22, heating at
2 °C/min, w = 1 rad/s and 7 = 1 % . (b) Sample mix22, heating at 1 °C/min,
w = 1 rad/s and 7 = 2 % . (c) Sample mix23, heating at 4 °C/min, w = 1 rad/s
and 7 = 2%. (d) Sample mix24, heating at 5 °C/min, u = 1 rad/s and 7 = 2%.
(e) Sample PEP-PDMS-21, heating at 3 °C/min, w = 10 rad/s and 7 = 2 %.
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Figure 8. The HEX to BCC transition in sample mix22 as measured by SAXS.
Frames of 2D scattering patterns was collected every 30 s, while the sample was
heated 5°C/min. The scattering patterns were radially averaged in a small band
of q (0.035-0,085 A~l) and are displayed vs. the azimuthal angle 0, as shown in
the inset. The figure shows the development of a six spot pattern superimposed on
a ring of scattering, which is typical for a BCC structure.

epitaxially changes at the OOT and six spots of reflected scattering, imposed on
a ring, appear at azimuthal angles: 8 = 0°, 9 = 55°, 8 = 125°, 8 - 180°, 9 = 235°,
and 8 = 305° (See Chapter 3 for indexing). At the TODT the six spots vanish and
the sample disorders leaving only a diffuse isotropic ring of scattering of lower
intensity than that of the anisotropic six spot scattering pattern. The minor peak
in intensity present at 8 = 180° above the ODT is due to anisotropic background
scattering.

The temperature trace of G' of PEP-PDMS-8 and PEP-PDMS-13, and derived
blends are shown in Figure 9. PEP-PDMS-8 is found to be HEX by SAXS and
the rheology trace is in agreement with this phase as it monotonously decreases
while temperature increases, and exhibits G' of orders of 103 Pa. The rheology
trace of PEP-PDMS-13 is typical of a LAM phase as G' is rather low (~ 102

Pa) and decreases towards the TODT without any drastic changes. A surprising
fact is that the derived mixtures exhibit the gyroid phase (vide infra), which none
of the parent polymers seem to posses. However, a different rheology trace for
PEP-PDMS-13 was repeatedly observed as a result of a heat-quench cycle, which
was indicative of a transition at approx. 120 °C. It was not possible to reproduce
this behaviour while performing SAXS measurements during which the sample
displayed two orders of reflection in the ratio 1 : 2 characteristic of a LAM phase.
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Due to the unaccounted rheological response to the heat-quench cycle, the sample
PEP-PDMS-13 cannot be said to be fully characterized at the present.

The blended sample, mix34, shows an identical rheological trace as PEP-PDMS-
8, while the samples: mix35, mix36, mix37, and mix38 show an increasingly widen-
ing temperature range of G phase. Results of a SAXS experiment with sample
mix36 is shown in Figure 10a. It shows the horizontally scattered intensity as
a function of temperature, measured during a temperature ramp from 0 °C to
260 °C. The gray scale in the figure is proportional to the logarithmic intensity.
The transition temperatures measured by rheology are marked along the temper-

100 150 200 250 300
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Q.

250 300

77(°C)

Figure 9. Rheology of PEP-PDMS-8, PEP-PDMS-13, and their blends. Transition
temperatures are listed in Table 3. (a) Sample PEP-PDMS-8, heating at 3 °C/min,
w = 10 rad/s and 7 = 5%. (b) Sample mix34, heating at 2 °C/min, w = 5 rad/s
and 7 = 5%. (c) Sample mix35, heating at 3 °C/min, ui = 10 rad/s and 7 = 5%.
(d) Sample mix36, heating at 3 °C/min, u> — 50 rad/s and 7 = 5%. (e) Sample
mix37, heating at 3 °C/min, w = 10 rad/s anc/7 = 5 %. (f) Sample mix38, heating
at 0.3 °C/min, ui = 1 rad/s and 7 = 1 %. (g) Sample PEP-PDMS-13, heating at
6 °C/min, u> - 50 rad/s and 7 = 5%.
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Figure 10. SAX'S data of symmetrically scattered intensity during a heating ramp
of 6 °C/min from 0 °C to 260 °C. Transmission temperatures as measured rheo-
logically are marked for comparison, (a) Horizontally scattered intensity of sample
mix36 without background subtraction, (b) Vertically scattered intensity of sam-
ple mix38 with subtracted background. Both samples transform upon heating from
HEX to G.

ature axis. At temperatures 0-10 °C two orders of reflected scattering are present
in the ration 1 : \/3i although the second order reflection is very weak. Above the
OOT, two orders of reflection appear in the ratio \/6 : \ /8 , which is characteristic
for the gyroid phase (See Chapter 3). Equivalent data is shown for sample mix38
in Figure 10b. Here a background has been subtracted and the low temperature
phase clearly shows three orders of scattering in the ration 1 : \f% : \ /4, which is
characteristic for the HEX phase. The G phase is identified by the characteristic
ration -y/6 : \/8 between the first two orders of scattered intensity. The OOT, as
measured by rheology, seems too low in comparison to the development of the
scattered intensity. This is mainly due to difference in heating rate. The rheology
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was measured using a rate of 0.5 °C, while the scattering was recorded during a
6 °C/min ramp.

50 100 150 200

50 200

Figure 11. Rheology of PEP-PDMS-7, PEP-PDMS-12, and their blends. Tran-
sition temperatures are listed in Table 3. (a) Sample PEP-PDMS-7, heating at
1 °C/min, w = 1 rad/s and 7 = 1%. (b) Sample mix67, heating at 3 °C/min,
w = 10 rad/s and 7 = 5 % . (c) Sample mix68, heating at 3 °C/min, w = 10 rad/s
and 7 = 5 %. (d) Sample mix69, heating at 1 °C/min , u> = 1 rad / s and 7 = 1 % .
(e) Sample PEP-PDMS-12, heating at 1 °C /min , ui = 1 rad / s and 7 = 1 %.

Sample PEP-PDMS-7 exhibits two phases which is strongly indicated by the
rheology shown in Figure l la . The low temperature phase is LAM, which is veri-
fied by SAXS measurements (See Figure 23a), while the high temperature phase
is gyroid (See Figure 23b). At the TOOT = 122 °C the modulus C increases
dramatically from ~ 102 Pa to ~ 104 Pa. Upon cooling (not shown) the reverse
transition takes place at lower temperatures. The rheology of PEP-PDMS-12 sug-
gests a HEX phase which is verified by SAXS data (See Figure 24). From the above
described parent polymers three blends were prepared and their G' traces are il-
lustrated in Figure l lb-d . The rheology trace of the gyroid phase (G1 ~ 105) in
sample mix67 is preceded by a shoulder in the temperature run. This shoulder or
plateau in G' is enhanced in sample mix68. The traces of mix67 and mix68 differ
with respect to the ODT. Sample mix67 disorders from the gyroid phase, while
sample mix68 transforms to a HEX phase before it disorders. The trace of sample
mix69 qualitatively shows the same succession of phases as sample mix68, only
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the order-order transition temperatures are shifted down by 40-50 °C while the
remains more or less constant.

200 mix68

0

-0.1 0.1

Figure 12. SAXS data of symmetrically scattered intensity during a heating ramp
of 6 °C/min from 0 °C to 200 °C. Transmission temperatures as measured rhe-
ologically are marked for comparison, (a) Vertically scattered intensity of sample
mix68 with subtracted background. The sample exhibits multiple transformations
upon heating, from LAM, to HPL, to G, to HEX, and finally to DIS. (b) Vertically
scattered intensity of sample mix69 without subtracted background. The kinetics of
this sample obscures the transform upon heating from HPL to G due to the rela-
tively fast heating rate. Before disordering the sample relaxes to the HEX phase.

The scattered radiation from samples mix68 and mix69 are shown in Figure 12a-
b. The four ordered phases in sample mix68 revealed by rheology are illuminated
by these SAXS measurements. The first phase shows scattering in the ratio 1 : 2
which together with the analogy to the rheology trace of sample PEP-PDMS-
7 suggests the LAM phase. The next phase shows three very closely separated
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orders of reflection without any indication of higher orders. This phase have not
been fully identified, but is very likely an intermediate state or metastable phase
in analogy with the similar structure in sample mix69 (vide infra). Tentatively we
designate this phase or structure by "HPL". The unidentified phase is followed
by the gyroid phase, which shows the typical two orders of reflection in the ratio
•\/6 : \ /8 . The final phase before the ODT is assigned to be HEX by analogy to the
very similar rheological traces of PEP-PDMS-12 and mix69. The SAXS evidence
of the ordered phases for mix69 is not as clear at it is for mix68. Sample mix69
seems to be in the unidentified phase from the very beginning of the experiment. A
transition at the point where rheology suggests an OOT between HPL and gyroid
is observed, but no typical scattering in the ratio \/E : y/S is observed. However
a change in the intensity of the scattered radiation is observed at approx. 140
°C, which is about 60 °C above the expected gyroid to HEX transition. The
SAXS experiment was recorded during a temperature ramp of 6 °C/min while the
rheology was measured at 0.5 °C/min. This shows very clearly that kinetics of the
transformation processes between ordered phases are relatively slow, and that it
is important to understand the effect on phase behaviour of these slow transition
times in order to fully characterize the samples. The sample mix69, its phases,
and the kinetics of its phase transitions will be studied thoroughly in Chapter 2.

1.3 The Morphology Diagram
The phase behaviour of the low molar mass PEP-PDMS diblock copolymer sys-
tem is illustrated in Figure 13a. Here the experimental results of the dynamical
mechanical measurements of the phase transitions are combined with the small
angle x-ray scattering measurements of the mesoscopic morphology. This repre-
sentation constitutes the morphology diagram and shows in which ranges of com-
position, / P E P , and degrees of segregation, \N (or temperatures T), the system
exhibits the various mesomorphic phases of lamellar (LAM), hexagonally packed
rods (HEX), body centered cubic packed spheres (BCC), gyroid structure of Ia3d
symmetry (G), and the presently unidentified intermediate structure (tentatively
named "HPL").

The \ parameter is calculated by Equation 30 in Section 4.3: x = 64/T +
0.03, which is estimated from measurements of the ODT of the compositionally
symmetric samples PEP-PDMS-6 and PEP-PDMS-17, and based on predictions
for the value of the degree of segregation at the ODT by Fredrickson and Helfand:
[18] ( \ JV)ODT = 10.5 + 41iV~5. This prediction includes the effect of composition
fluctuations, which plays an important role in systems of low molar mass. The
effect of composition fluctuations is gauged by the Ginzburg-like N parameter,
which for this system takes values of approx. 500-1000 (See Section 4.2). The
effective degree of polymerization N is calculated by Equation 15 in Section 4.1,
and the values of N for the 10 diblock melts are illustrated in Figure 13b.

In Figure 13a the position of the meanfield ODT line is indicated as calculated
by using the mean filed expression of Leibler [13] ((X-W)ODT = 10.5). This sets the
lower limit on the (xN) scale for the existence of mesomorphic phases. The upper
experimental limit on this scale is set by the glass transition temperature of the
PEP block in combination with the molar mass of the sample. As an approximation
the dependence in glass transition of the molar mass is ignored and so the x ' s

constant at the glass transition, which means that the upper experimental limit
reflects the different sizes of the sample molecules: the larger the molecules the
higher the limit.

The morphology diagram covers the / range 22-70 vol. % and along the ODT
it shows phases from BCC at the low / end, through HEX, G, LAM, back to G,
and finally HEX again on the high / side. The differences in phase behaviour in
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samples closely related in / is well described throughout the /-range apart from
the interval 50-65 vol. %.

The lower half of the morphology diagram (20-50 vol. %) shows the three
classical phases (BCC, HEX, and LAM) which were all theoretically predicted
by Leibler [13]. However the direct transition from each of these phases to the
disordered state, which is the case for this system, was theoretically accounted
for by Fredrickson and Helfand, [18] The BCC phase is found at the ODT below
/ P E P = 23 vol. %, The value of N is estimated to be ~ 1000, and the observation
of the BCC phase contradicts theoretical predictions [18] that the BCC phase
should not be present for N < 104. The HEX and LAM phases are separated by
the gyroid phase in the / window from 34 vol. % to 39 vol. %. This agrees with
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Figure 13. (a) The Morphology diagram showing the phases of PEP-PDMS and
the ranges of stability concerning volume fraction / P E P and degree of segregation
\N (or temperature T). The upper limitation in the degree of segregation set by
the proximity to the glass transition is indicated, (b) The effective degrees of poly-
vierization for the pure PEP-PDMS diblock melts. The width of the columns are
indicative of the error in volume fraction f.
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calculations by Matsen et al. [21] and Hamley and Podneks. [22] [23]
The G window is very well defined on the lower side of the diagram. It is

confined to the range in \N from the ODT to approx. 30, and fully framed by
either the HEX or the LAM phase. This is contradictory to all other diblock
systems investigated to date in the lower range of / . [4] [5] [8] [7] who all report
the HPL structure at degrees of segregation above the gyroid phase. The absence
of the HPL structure in the PEP-PDMS system supports recent theoretical [24]
[25] [26] and experimental findings [9] (and Chapter 2) that the HPL structure
should be unstable with respect to the gyroid phase, but that extremely slow
kinetics due to large molar masses of previously investigated systems may have
disguised this fact hitherto.

The upper half of the morphology diagram (50-70 vol. %) also shows the three
classical phases and the gyroid phase, but here the gyroid phase is framed by the
LAM, HEX, and the HPL phases. On this side of the diagram the guides to the
eye are drawn by the data points of samples PEP-PDMS-7, PEP-PDMS-12 and
their blends. The sample PEP-PDMS-11 is indistinguishable from PEP-PDMS-7
with respect to volume fraction of PEP, and it reproduces the phase behaviour of
PEP-PDMS-7. However the window of the gyroid phase on the \./V axis is shifted.

Only the border to the HEX phase is fully described, and the G-DIS disordering
is separated from the HEX-DIS disordering at /PEP = 67 vol. %. This point
compares the the equivalent point at /PEP = 35 vol. % on the lower side and
it shows that the diagram is symmetric within error with respect to these two
/-values. However the value of the \N scale, and a visual comparison of the two
sides show a diagram which is rather asymmetric.

The width of the G window cannot be decided upon from the data shown in
Figure 13, but the depth limited by the DIS phase at \N ~ 22 and the HPL phase
at \Ar ~ 30 is a little smaller compared to the depth of the G window on the lower
/ side. This is omitting the fact that the HPL is found to relax to the gyroid phase
(See Section 2.3), which taken into consideration yields a G window of at least
double the depth. Namely from the ODT line to the LAM-HPL line at \N ~ 40.
The observation of an upper limit on the HPL phase has not been reported earlier,
and it only supports the conclusion that the low molar mass PEP-PDMS system
exhibits ordered phases, experimentally accessible in the temperature interval from
approx. —50 °C to approx. 250 °C, which show relatively fast kinetics so that the
metastable nature of the HPL phase with respect to the gyroid phase may be
observed.
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2 Phase Transitions: Simultaneous
SANS and in-situ Rheology Com-
bined with High Resolution SAXS

Recent observations [35] [10] [32] [5] [36] [4] in low molar mass diblock copolymer
melts of a bicontinuous cubic structure of Ia3d symmetry, resembling the "gy-
roid" structure observed for lyotropic liquid crystals [37] [38] [39] highlight the
complexity of phase behaviour of these materials. This structure is the most com-
monly observed bicontinuous cubic phase for amphiphile solutions, and is the only
such phase observed to date for low molar mass block copolymers. [40] The gy-
roid phase has been observed between the lamellar (LAM) and hexagonal-packed
cylinder (HEX) phases, close to the order-disorder transition (ODT) [32] [5] [41]
[I] [7] [6] like in surfactants. The stability of this phase has been accounted for the-
oretically using self-consistent mean-field theory by Matsen and co-workers. [20]
[21] It is found to be stable for block copolymers in the weak and intermediate
segregation regimes, although mean field theory does not account for the direct
transition between the gyroid phase and the disordered, isotropic phase that is
observed experimentally. [32] [5] [41] [1] [7] [6] When composition fluctuations are
included, following the method of Brazovskii, theory can account for this direct
transition. [23] [22] Furthermore, this direct transition is only predicted for block
copolymers below a critical degree of polymerization. [22]

Transformations between ordered phases in block copolymer melts or surfac-
tant solutions involve a large-scale reorganization of macromolecular aggregates
comprised of polymer chains or amphiphiles respectively. It was shown that such
transformations can occur epitaxially, in which case some structural elements of
the second phase grow from the first, without long-range transport of material,
while preserving the orientation of some layer planes. [35] [38] Ranc,on and Char-
volin observed epitaxial relationships between the LAM, G, and HEX phases on
heating (fixed concentration) solutions of the surfactant hexaethylene glycol mono-
n-dodecyl ether (Ci2E6) in water. The {211} planes of the gyroid structure were
found to be epitaxially related to the {001} planes of the LAM phase and the
{10} planes of the HEX phase. [38] Schultz et al. reported a similar epitaxial
relationship between the HEX and gyroid phases in a blend of poly(styrene)-
poly(2-vinylpyridine) diblock copolymers. [35] [42]

Another class of complex phases reported in diblock copolymers are the perfo-
rated and modulated layer structures. [12] [11] [43] [44] Hamley et al. observed such
intermediate structures on heating between the LAM and HEX phases in a number
of polyolefin diblock copolymers of moderate molar mass (4— 15 x 104 g/mol). [12]
[II] An initial modulation of the lamellar (with hexagonal symmetry) appeared to
develop into a hexagonal-perforated layer (HPL) structure. This structure resem-
bles the "catenoid lamellar" phase [43] and "folded lace" structure [44] reported
elsewhere. In more recent studies Hajduk et al. have re-examined perforated and
modulated layer structures in a wide range of diblock copolymer materials and
shown that these morphologies are unusually long-lived non-equilibrium structures
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involved in the formation of the gyroid phase. [9] Most theoretical studies have
found HPL structures to be unstable with respect to the LAM, HEX or gyroid
ordered phases (but with a free energy close to that of these stable phases). [20]
[21] [45] [46] However, Yeung et al. have accounted for a modulated lamellar struc-
ture allowing for composition fluctuations using a modified random-phase approx-
imation. [47] Recent cell dynamics simulations of the time-dependent Ginzburg-
Landau equation by Qi et al. suggest that perforated and modulated layer struc-
tures may be metastable or transient structures respectively, observed during a
transition from the LAM to the HEX phases following a temperature jump. [24]
[25] Additionally, theoretical analysis of anisotropic composition fluctuations in the
week segregation limit [26] enables a description of observed SANS patterns [32]
[5] [12] of the pseudostable perforated LAM structures, although these structures
have not been unambiguously identified by scattering experiments. Anisotropic
composition fluctuations could be induced or amplified by strong shear or flow
fields, but the mechanism for the interaction between such fields and composition
fluctuations is not understood presently.

This Chapter presents simultaneous small-angle neutron scattering and in-situ
dynamic mechanical measurements (rheology) of the transformations between or-
dered structures in the sample mix69, which enabled structural changes to be
correlated with changes in the dynamic shear moduli. We study the the kinetics
and epitaxy of a transformation from the low temperature lamellar phase, via an
intermediate HPL-like structure, to the gyroid phase. Likewise we study the relax-
ation of a super-cooled hexagonal phase to the gyroid structure, and also observe
that the gyroid phase is bypassed in a slow cool from the hexagonal phase to the
HPL-like structure. SANS experiments and small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS)
experiments were performed on oriented samples using oscillatory or reciprocating
shear to elucidate possible epitaxial relationships. Synchrotron small-angle x-ray
scattering is also used for high resolution studies of the ordered phases. The re-
versibility of transitions between mesoscopic structures is studied, especially to
and from the gyroid phase, and puzzling patterns of the HPL-like structure are
observed.

2.1 Experimental
Diblock copolymers containing blocks of PEP and PDMS were synthesized by an-
ionic polymerization of polyisoprene-poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PI-PDMS) diblock
copolymers followed by catalytic deuteration of the Pi-blocks. This produced PEP-
PDMS diblock copolymers having contrast for neutron as well as x-ray scattering.
Details of the sample synthesis are described in Chapter 5 and elsewhere. [41]

The two samples, PEP-PDMS-7 and PEP-PDMS-12, were synthesized to have
PEP volume fractions / P E P = 0.65 and / P E P = 0.70, respectively, and blended in
the weight ratio 1 : 3 to give the sample mix69, and characterized as described
in Chapter 6. Molecular characteristics and the transition temperatures of these
three samples are collected in Table 4.

SANS experiments were performed simultaneously with rheology measurements
using a modified Rheometrics RSA II rheometer at the SANS instrument at Ris0
National Laboratory, Denmark. Shear sandwich components machined from alu-
minum replaced the parts supplied with the rheometer to allow passage of the
neutrons to the SANS detector. The absorption cross section of aluminum for
neutrons is very small which makes this material almost transparent to neutrons.
A neutron wavelength A = 5.58 A"1 was selected, with a spread ^ = 0.09, and
the sample-detector distance was typically 3 m.

SAXS experiments were performed on beamline 8.2 of the Synchrotron Radia-
tion Source (SRS) at the Daresbury Laboratory, U.K. Details of the storage ring,
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sample molecular characteristics transition temperatures*
/PEP Mn Mw/Mn T-+HPL T-tG 7!_>HEX

(vol.%) (kg/mol) CC) (»Q CO) (»Q
PEP-PDMS-7

PEP-PDMS-12
mix69

0.65
0.70
0.69

10.6
11.7

1.04
1.04
1.04

122

-8 41 83

172
174
175

'heating at 1 °C/min

Table J(. Molecular characteristics and transition temperatures of PEP-PDMS-7,
PEP-PDMS-12, and mix69.

radiation, camera geometry and data collection electronics have been given else-
where. [48] A beam of A = (1.50 ± 0.01) A x-rays was used and the instrument
was equipped with an area detector located 3 m from the sample position. The
samples were sheared manually for the SAXS experiments in custom made cells
consisting of a piece of aluminum with machined side grooves to allow movement
of a parallel aluminum slider during shear. Sample thickness was 0.5 mm. The
beam passed through a hole of 3.0 mm in diameter. The inside of the cell was
covered with kapton tape. The polymers were sheared at approximately 1 Hz for
50 cycles and 200 % strain. The sample was heated via heat tape stuck on the
cell, which gave a relatively precise temperature control (±5 °C). See Figure 21
in Chapter 3 for a definition of shear axes and scattering vectors.

2.2 HPL-structure
The Rheometrics RSA II rheometer installed at the SANS instrument at Ris0 gives
the opportunity to make oriented samples by shear alignment, which changes the
texture into a more single-crystal like morphology of long range order. When the
sample is quenched into the ordered state at temperatures below the ODT the
ordered domain morphologies are typically distributed at random orientations.
Scattering of such powder-like samples gives isotropic Debye-Scherrer rings of
intensity. By applying large shear strains to the sample (~ 100 %) it is possible
to align the macroscopically isotropic sample into long range ordered macroscopic
domains with anisotropic scattering patterns.

The stability of the HPL-like structure in the mix69 sample was systemati-
cally studied by use of shear and temperature cycles. The sample was mounted
at room temperature (30 °C) for SANS experiments. The SANS scattering pat-
tern as shown in Figure 14a reveals an isotropic ring as typical for an unoriented
sample. Shearing the sample at a frequency u — 100 rad/s and a shear strain am-
plitude 7 = 100 % introduced a more single-crystal like orientation of the sample.
The resulting scattering pattern shown in Figure 14b resembles that for the HPL-
structure previously found by Hamley et al. [12] [11] The strong meridional reflec-
tions along the z direction indicate that this phase is layered, the off-meridional
reflections at (55 ± 5)° with respect to the meridian characterize the stacking of
in-layer perforations or composition variations. The pattern changed with time
and was fully developed after two shearing cycles of 10 minutes duration each, in-
terrupted by a 10 minutes cessation for relaxation. Following this the sample was
quenched to -30 °C. Two second order spots (at 2 q*) from the layered structure
are observed along the z direction (Figure 14c) while the 6 spot pattern is still
present. After 20 minutes of shearing at w = 1 rad/s and 7 = 100 % at -30 °C
the off-meridional spots disappear and in Figure 14d the scattering is typical for
that of layers preferentially oriented in the parallel position [49] as the first order
spots of scattering along hallo z are approx. two orders of magnitude more intense
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(a) As mounted, 30°C (b) After shear, 30°C
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Figure 11,. SANS data of a shear-cool cycle of mix69 that shows the reproduction
of the HPL-like scattering pattern, (a) The scattering pattern from the sample
after being mounted at 30 °C. (b) The pattern after shear at 30 °C. (c) The
pattern following a quench to —30 °C. (d) After being sheared at —30 °C. (e)
Following a temperature jump to 30 °C. (f) After being sheared at 30 °C the sample
completes the cycle and the pattern is similar to (b). The intensity is plotted on
the same logarithmic scale for all SANS patterns mapped with three contour levels
per decade.

than the second order reflections. Setting the sample temperature back to 30 °C
(quiescently) causes the 6 spot pattern to return as shown in Figure 14e. The
weaker off-meridional reflections are fully restored in Figure 14f after a 10 minute
shearing cycle at conditions: u = 100 rad/s and 7 = 100 %. We return to a more
detailed discussion of the structure of this phase, elucidated via high-resolution
SAXS experiments in Section 2.6.

2.3 Gyroid phase grown from HPL
We were able for the first time to correlate in real time the rheological properties
of multiple ordered phases in a diblock copolymer melt with their structure, by
performing simultaneous rheology and SANS measurements. This gave us the
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opportunity to make correlated time-resolved studies of the kinetics as well as
the epitaxy involved with the growth process from the HPL-like structure to the
gyroid phase.

After the preparation described above, and illustrated in Figure 14, the temper-
ature was set to 40 °C. Figure 15 shows SANS and rheology data for mix69 during
the development of the gyroid phase at this temperature. The intensity scattered
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Figure 15. Changes in rheology and SANS data for mix69 during the isothermal
growth of the gyroid phase from the HPL-structure at constant temperature. The
dynamic shear modulus were measured at u = lrad/s, 7 = 1%, T = 40 °C. The
intensity is plotted on the same logarithmic scale for all SANS patterns mapped
with three contour levels per decade.

by the sample was collected into one 2D frame of SANS data. The rheology data
was collected almost continuously (every 20 seconds). The time for collecting one
SANS data frame is marked by grey bars in the rheology data in Figure 15. The
dynamic elastic shear modulus is substantially larger than the dynamic loss shear
modulus throughout this experiment, indicating that the ordered phases are solid-
like. The diffraction pattern of the initial structure is shown in pattern 1. After
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60 min both G' and G" reach a minimum. The scattering (pattern 2) shows strong
reflections from the layered structure while the off-meridional spots are very weak
but still at an angle of (55 ± 5)° with respect to the meridian. After 120 min
(pattern 3) the off-meridional spots have moved to an angle of 70.5° with respect
to the meridian. The meridional spots are approx. an order of magnitude more
intense than the off-meridional reflections, but beginning to broaden out. These
changes are more clearly displayed after 180 min (pattern 4), where G" reaches
a maximum and G' is rapidly increasing. The transition into the gyroid phase
is now complete with the characteristic 10-spot pattern of the gyroid structure
(see Section 3.3), but G' is still far from its final value. Only after 240 min the
dynamic shear moduli begin to plateau (pattern 5), G' increasing slightly and G"
decreasing slightly. The 10-spot SANS pattern sharpens up and is retained up to
the end of the experiment after approx. 10 hours (pattern 6), where all spots have
approximately the same intensity.

Comparing the SANS scattering pictures and the rheology trace in Figure 15
shows that the off-meridional reflections lose intensity and that the dynamic shear
moduli drop slightly during the first 60 min. (patterns 1-2). This indicates that the
structure causing the HPL-like scattering deteriorates before the gyroid structure
grows in. After 60 min the changes in both scattering and rheology indicate the
growth of the gyroid structure (patterns 3-4), as the 10 spot pattern develops and
the value of G' reaches 104 Pa. This experiment shows that the characteristic time
for the formation of the gyroid phase from the HPL-structure in this sample at
this temperature is approx. 180 min. Because the strong meridional peaks from the
layers in the HPL structure transform into the meridional peaks from the gyroid
phase ((211) reflections, see Section 3.3) the data suggests an epitaxial relation-
ship between the layers of the HPL structure and the {211} planes of the gyroid
structure. There is no epitaxial relationship between the off-meridional peaks in
the HPL-like and the gyroid patterns, because these peaks clearly shift position
during the growth process indicating that the off-meridional reflections are from
different structures. Finally, it should be noted that the observation of growth of
the gyroid phase at 40 °C, proves that the HPL-structure is not thermodynam-
ically stable but rather a metastable phase or a long lived dynamically accessed
intermediate state between the LAM and gyroid phases. Hence the OOT identified
Theologically at —8 °C in Figure lid is not an equilibrium phase transition, but
may represent the upper limit of stability of the LAM phase.

2.4 Gyroid phase grown from quenched HEX phase
The kinetics and the epitaxy of growth of the gyroid phase at 60 °C following a
quench from the high temperature HEX phase at 120 °C was investigated using
simultaneous SANS and rheology measurements as illustrated in Figure 16. Prior
to this experiment the sample, mix69, was heated at 10 °C/min from 30 °C to
120 °C. At 120 °C it was left to equilibrate for appprox. 5 min, then quenched
to 80 °C where the cooled HEX phase was subjected to w = 100 rad/s and
7 = 100 % for 20 min after which the scattering showed strong, slightly arced
meridional reflections at q* superimposed on a ring of scattering, with a weak
higher order reflection at \/3 q* (not shown in figure). This is characteristic of a
HEX phase oriented with the cylinders parallel to the shear axis. [50] [51] [52] [53]
After cooling the sample by 5 °C/min to 60 °C the data shown in Figure 16 was
collected, keeping the temperature constant at 60 °C. Each of the SANS patterns
in Figure 16 shows the integrated intensity over a period of 10 min which is
illustrated by the width of the bars, as in Figure 15. Initially, the SANS pattern 1
was obtained, corresponding to the state where G' and G" are both quite low. The
dynamic shear moduli then begin to increase rapidly until G" reaches a maximum
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Figure 16. Changes in rheology and SANS data for mix69 during the isothermal
growth of the gyroid phase from the HEX phase. Following a quench from 120 °C
/o 80 °C the sample was prepared for 20 min by 7 — 100 % and u) = 100 rad/s.
77jeH the temperature was set to 60 °C and the slow cooling started. The dynamic
shear moduli were measured at u — lrad/s and 7 = 1 % . The intensity is plotted
on the same logarithmic scale for all SANS patterns mapped with three contour
levels per decade.

after approx. 60 min (between patterns 2 and 3) and a transformation to the gyroid
phase, characterized by the 10-spot diffraction pattern has occurred after 90 min
(pattern 3). The rate of change of G' then decreases as the ordering of the gyroid
structure is perfected towards the end of the experiment after 12 hours (patterns
4-6). Because this pattern grew from that for the HEX phase without application
of large amplitude shear, and because the meridional reflections remain in the
same position throughout the transition, this data shows an epitaxial relationship
between the two structures. The orientation of the initial phase is that of HEX
packed cylinders aligned in the shear direction x. At least some fraction of the {11}
planes are preferentially oriented in parallel with both the shearing and scattering
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planes. This would leave the {10} planes in Bragg position, as observed. In this
orientation the rods viewed edge-on along the direction of the incoming neutrons
are in {10} planes, hence the first order meridional (10) reflections (Figure 16,
pattern 1). The gyroid 10-spot pattern retains this orientation and when fully
developed after 12 hours the meridional (211) reflections (see Figure 26a) are in
the same position at the same g-value. This indicates that the spacing between
{10} planes in the HEX phase matches the spacing between the {211} planes in the
gyroid phase. This supports the epitaxial relationship between the hexagonal {10}
planes and the gyroid {211} planes. This epitaxy is the same as that previously
observed for the transition between HEX and gyroid phases in lyotropic systems
[38] [54] and another diblock copolymer system. [35] [42]

From comparison of the SANS scattering pictures and the rheology trace a two
stage mechanism for the formation of the gyroid phase is indicated. During the
first stage (patterns 1-2) the mechanical response from the sample changes most
rapidly while the SANS picture does not give any recognizable scattering from
the gyroid structure. The typical 10-spot gyroid scattering picture, however only
weakly profiled, appears very suddenly in pattern 3, and the characteristic time
for formation of the gyroid phase following this quench is from SANS estimated
to be of the order of 90 min. During the first part of the transformation, where
G' increases rapidly, the mechanism suggested is one of formation of the complex
gyroid structure, but without long-range orientational order for the structure, i.e.
no Bragg peaks have appeared. This primary formation mechanism involves long
time-scale dynamic processes that have not yet been elucidated. After 90 min (pat-
tern 3 onwards) the shear moduli asymptotically tend to approach a final value.
Subsequently the secondary mechanism, perfection of the ordered structures, is
essentially complete after approx. 180 min (pattern 5), although C continues to
increase slightly after this. A two-stage mechanism for the developments of the
LAM phase in a diblock copolymer following a quench from the disordered phase
was observed by Stuhn el al. [55] They suggested that the initial stage corre-
sponds to formation of microphase-separated domains and the second to ordering
of these domains onto a lattice. This process is analogous to that proposed by us
for the transformation between ordered HEX and gyroid phases, however the time
scales are very different. Stuhn et al. found that kinetic processes were completed
within 100 s [55] whereas the time-scale for formation of the gyroid phase in our
polymer is several hours.

2.5 Gyroid phase bypassed: Cooling from HEX
to HPL

After having examined the stability of the sample, mix69, at 40 °C and 60 °C, we
turned to study the reversibility of the transitions shown in the rheology trace in
Figure 1 Id with respect to temperature. The formation of ordered phases during
a slow cool from a shear aligned HEX phase was found to be quite distinct to
that observed following a fast quench. Figure 17 presents simultaneous SANS and
rheology data acquired during slow cooling (0.4 °C/min to 0 °C, then 2 °C/min)
from the HEX phase, starting at 80 °C. Prior to this experiment the sample
was shear-aligned at 120 °C by applying u = 100 rad/s and 7 = 100 % for
10 min. The SANS pictures show the scattered intensity integrated over 5 min.
Confirmation of the initial HEX structure is provided by the SANS pattern 1,
which is characteristic of a HEX phase with a strong first order reflection and
a hint of the second order reflection at \/3 q* from the cylinders aligned along
the shear axis (see Figure 16 and discussion above). The sample in the HEX
phase super-cools down below 40 °C (pattern 2). At 35 °C both G' and G"
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Figure 17. Changes in rheology and SANS data for mix69 cooling from the HEX
phase at 80 °C. The dynamic shear moduli were measured at to = lrad/s, 7 = 1 % ,
and a cooling rate ofOA °C/min to 0 °C , then 2 °C/min. Prior to this slow cool
the sample ivas shear aligned at 120 °C by applying u = 100 rad/s and 7 = 100 %
for 10 min. The intensity is plotted on the same logarithmic scale for all SANS
patterns mapped with three contour levels per decade.

increase rapidly, indicating an OOT. The diffraction patterns corresponding to
temperatures between 25 °C and -10 °C (patterns 3-4) resemble the HPL-like
patterns shown in Figures 14 and 15. In particular, strong meridional reflections
with higher orders at 2g* and off-axis reflections at (55 ± 5)° with respect to
the meridian are observed. This phase can be cooled to —18 °C, at which point
G" becomes larger than G", and the off-meridional peaks start losing intensity.
The ordered phase was cooled to -50 °C and after 5 minutes of equilibration the
SANS pattern (pattern 6) showed a typical signal from a layered structure with
meridional reflections at q* and 2q* as observed in figure 14d. The dynamic shear
moduli are difficult to interpret at these temperatures due to the proximity of Tg

for the PEP block.
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If we define the start of the transformation to the HPL-like structure at 40 °C,
then the sample transforms to HPL (completion at 25 °C) in approx. 38 min and
stays in this state for a further approx. 100 min until the scattering pattern 6
indicates a LAM structure. This is significant because both the times for trans-
formation and the total time in the HPL-like structure are smaller than the time
scale for even the primary growth process of the gyroid phase indicated by Fig-
ure 15 where the sample is held at 40 °C in the HPL-like state and the estimated
time for growth of the gyroid phase was 180 min. This suggests that following this
path through temperature-phase space, the gyroid phase does not have time to
grow in, whereas transformation to the HPL structure occurs faster, and so this
is observed as a transient or metastable structure instead.

During the experiment shown in Figure 17, the first order meridional peaks
in the HEX phase transform into reflections from the planes in the layered HPL
structure and the LAM phase, thus indicating an epitaxial relationship between
the {10} planes in the HEX phase and the layers in the HPL structure.

2.6 High resolution studies of ordered phases
In order to obtain better information on the structure of the ordered phases (espe-
cially HPL) of the mix69 sample, high resolution x-ray scattering was performed at
the Daresbury synchrotron. Because of the wavelength spread, SANS experiments
cannot resolve closely spaced peaks and it is of limited resolution in comparison
to SAXS. Reciprocating manual shear was used to orient the ordered phases ob-
served in mix69 which were examined using SAXS. This data is summarized in
Figures 18-19, and is supported by recent experiments using a Rheometrics RSA
II rheometer, [56] where the shearing conditions can be carefully controlled and
simultaneously rheology and SAXS data acquired.

Figure 18 shows the effect of shear on the sample as mounted at room temper-
ature, which was unoriented and produced a single diffraction ring (Figure 18a).
Following manual shear (w = 1 Hz, 7 ~ 200 % for 50 cycles) the pattern in
Figure 18b was obtained. This shows strong meridional reflections, a broad inner
doublet and higher order meridional reflections which is in the positional ratio
1 : 2 with respect to the strongest reflection (of larger q) of the inner doublet. The
innermost diffraction peaks (at q*) are arranged hexagonally, whilst a further set
of reflections arranged as a square are located at \/3/2 q*. Higher order reflections
from the hexagonal structure are located at \/3 q*. The presence of the square
arrangement of higher order reflections is very unlikely to be due to a superposi-
tion of two-spot patterns from HEX and LAM phases at right angles. Furthermore
the splitting of the inner meridional layer peak is not due to the gyroid phase,
so this phase cannot be a coexistence of monodomains of any of the LAM, HEX
or gyroid phases. This pattern instead appears to be a high resolution version
of the diffraction pattern of the HPL structure observed previously using SANS,
and discussed here in the context of Figures 14, 15 and 17. [12] [11] Apparently
neither the meridional doublet, nor the ofF-meridional pairs of peaks could be re-
solved by SANS. In Section 3.7 we return to a discussion of possible morphologies
that could cause these HPL-like scattering patterns. On heating to 64 °C, without
shear, the HPL diffraction pattern transforms into that characteristic of a well-
oriented gyroid phase, as shown in Figure 18c. This transformation appears to
occur epitaxially, as suggested by the retention of the position of the meridional
reflections. The 10-spot pattern of (211) reflections and 6-spot pattern of (220) re-
flections is discussed in Section 3.3 (see Figures 25 and 26 for indexation). There is

also a pair of higher order reflections at y^§- 9* from planes aligned parallel to the
axis along which the sample was previously sheared. This is an allowed reflection
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(a) As mounted, 25°C
0.1

(b) Shearing, 25°C

No shear, 25°C No shear, 64°C

Figure 18. SAXS patterns for mix69 recorded during a shear-heat-cool cycle. The
sample was manually sheared (i ~ 200 % and w ~ 1 Y\z) for approx. 1 min in a
custom made shear cell, (a) Sample as mounted, (b) Shear-oriented HPL structure,
(c) Oriented gyroid phase, (d) Cooled from the gyroid phase.

for the Ia3d phase, for which the magnitudes of (h2 + k2 +12) for allowed {hkt)
reflection are shown in Table 5. Upon cooling, the symmetry of the diffraction

hkt
211
220
321
400
420
332
422
431
521
440

(h2 + k2 + e2)
6
8
14
16
20
22
24
26
30
32

hkt
611/532
620
541
631
444
543
640

721/552
642

732/651

{h1 + k' + e2)
38
40
42
46
48
50
52
54
56
62

Table 5. First 20 allowed reflections for the laid phase.
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pattern from the gyroid phase is spontaneously broken, without the application
of shear, and the SAXS pattern shown in Figure 18d is obtained at room tem-
perature, after 10 minutes equilibration. The square of reflections characteristic
of the HPL pattern in Figure 18b have returned, and coexist with residual peaks
from the gyroid phase. Higher order reflections from the gyroid phase are observed
along the meridian at v /g 9* and y^§- q*. This SAXS pattern indicates that the
gyroid structure does not supercool as a single phase, but that (partial) transfor-
mation to the HPL phase occurs spontaneously on cooling. This is a surprising
result as the dynamical elastic shear modulus G' of this sample (not illustrated)
— and a selection of other diblock copolymers [9] — shows no indication of a
partial transformation to the HPL structure when cooling from the gyroid phase.

(a) (b) No shear, 80°C

0.1

No shear, 22°C Shearing, 87°C

Figure 19. SAXS patterns for mix69 during a second shear-heat-cool cycle. The
sample was manually sheared (f ~ 200 % and w ~ 1 Hz) for approx. 1 min in a
custom made shear cell, (a) Shear-oriented HPL phase (from Figure 18d). (b) Gy-
roid phase at the brink of transforming to the HEX phase, (c) Shear-oriented HEX
phase, (d) HPL-structure reproduces by quiescent cooling from the HEX phase.

SAXS data obtained during a second shear-heat cycle are presented in Fig-
ure 19. The initial state is that shown in Figure 18d, i.e. a gyroid phase partially
transformed to the HPL structure. Shearing at room temperature produces the
pattern shown in Figure 19a, which is similar to Figure 18b, and indicates that
an oriented HPL structure has been sheared in. The grey levels in Figure 19a
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have been adjusted to highlight the higher order reflections, the meridional reflec-
tions actually being approx. one order of magnitude more intense than the first
order off-meridional peaks, consistent with a layered structure. On slow heating
(approx. 3 °C/min) to (80 ±5) °C, transformation to a gyroid phase occurs, as
revealed by the SAXS pattern in Figure 19b. This pattern is similar to the one
of an oriented gyroid phase shown in Figure 18c. However it doesn't show sharp
reflections, which could be because the sample is just below its order-order tran-
sition temperature at 80 °C (see Figure lid). On shearing at (87 ± 5) °C the
sample passes the order-order transition and the pattern in Figure 19c results.
The scattering shows a ring with sharp reflections superimposed on the meridian.
This can be identified as arising from the HEX phase with the rods oriented along
the shear direction x, supported by the presence of higher order reflections at
y^q* (not shown). [50] [51], [52] [53] Rapid quenching to (22 ± 5) °C of the high
temperature HEX phase leads to the spontaneous reappearance of the HPL phase
shown in Figure 19d, confirming the results of the slow cool experiment showed
in Figure 17. The orientation matches the one previously accessed (Figure 18b).

1011 -

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08

q/A"1
0.1 0.12

Figure 20. SAXS profile (at room temp.) of sample initially in the HPL phase
(Figure 19dd) retained in shear cell, after three months. The metastable HPL state
lias transformed into the gyroid phase.

Following this, the sample was removed from the x-ray beamline in the shear cell
and stored at room temperature for three months. After this time, the sample was
remounted and a diffraction pattern consisting of a polydomain pattern of largely
isotropic scattering data was obtained. This was reduced to a 1-dimensional form
and the resulting profile is shown in Figure 20. The indexation in this pattern (see
Table 5) shows that the structure is of Ia3d symmetry, and thus the HPL phase
eventually relaxes to the gyroid phase. This strongly suggests that the HPL is a
long-lived metastable phase or intermediate state and not an equilibrium phase,
in agreement with other studies. [9] As shown in Figure 15 at 40 °C, the HPL to
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gyroid transition occurs in about three hours, and further work is in progress to
determine the lifetime of this phase under other preparation conditions such as
those corresponding to Figures 18 and 19.
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Phase Identification: Indexing of
Structures by Small-Angle Scat-
tering and Mesomorphic Crys-
tallography

This Chapter deals with SAXS and SANS measurements by which mesomorphic
structural symmetries was investigated. Here phase identification is presented by
showing the illustrative SAXS patterns of two representative diblock samples. The
typical scattering pattern obtained from a highly oriented crystal structure of a
sample in the gyroid phase, observed in Chapter 2, is analyzed and indexed. We
discuss its origin and show that the sample is analogous of a 2D powder, by per-
forming experiments with a custom made goniometer, designed exclusively for
these measurements. The morphology of the gyroid structure is constructed from
its symmetry group, and some real space projections are related to monodomain
scattering patterns. Finally we suggest and discuss a model that may explain the
puzzling high resolution SAXS patterns observed from HPL structure in Chap-
ter 2.

3.1 Experimental
To clarify further discussion we first introduce the axis system for the shear geom-
etry in Figure 21. The shear axis is along x and the shear gradient direction lies

scattering plane

x
shear axis

shear gradient

Figure 21. Definition of the axis system for the shear experiments, in this case
related to the small-angle scattering experiment in the typical setting where the
x-y shear plane is oriented in parallel with the scattering plane. The shear axis is
x, and the shear gradient is y.

along y. The scattering vectors are referred to within the frame of this coordinate
system, so that qx is parallel with x and qy is parallel with y etc.
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In SANS and SAXS experiments on polymer systems with large mosaic spread
the relevant part of the Ewald sphere can be approximated by a scattering plane
perpendicular to the incident beam as shown in Figure 21, because the typical
lengths of the scattering wave vectors are orders of magnitude smaller than the
wave vector of the incident and elastically scattered radiation.

Figure 22. A custom made goniometer for mesoscopic crystallographic measure-
ments on diblock copolymers. The two free rotations are the rotation in the hori-
zontal plane, u>, and the rotation in the vertical plane, \- (a) The sample position
inside the shear sandwich, (b) The neutron beam, (c) The centre shear plate, (d)
The outer shear plates, (e) The RSA oven and tool holder.

A custom made goniometer illustrated in Figure 22 was made to fit inside the
oven supplied with the Rheometrics RSA II instrument. Following shear alignment
and the development of an anisotropic scattering pattern on the rheometer, the
sample was swiftly taken of the rheometer tool (but still supported by the Al
shear sandwich plates), and put on the goniometer, which was replaced in the
rheometer oven. The goniometer facilitates rotation of the sample confined by the
Al shear plates round two axes: vertical and horizontal. The experimental data
shown in Section 3.4 was obtained by transferring the sample, mix69, from the tool
to the goniometer after a quench to —100 °C and maintaining this temperature
throughout the experiment.

3.2 Identification by SAXS
As an example we show the scattering from the structures of the ordered phases
of PEP-PDMS-7 and PEP-PDMS-12, which were determined using SAXS. Pat-
terns from the different phases observed Theologically (see Figure lla) with PEP-
PDMS-7 are shown in Figure 23. Figure 23a shows two rings in the ratio 1 : 2 at
20 °C. The intensity of the inner ring is more than four times greater than the
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£3. SAXS patterns of PEP-PDMS-7 identifying two ordered phases: (a)
LAM at 20 °C wiift two rings of scattered intensity in the ratio 1 : 2. (b) Gyroid
at 150 °C with two closely spaced rings in the ration \/6 : \/8 .

intensity of the outer ring. At 150 °C in Figure 23b two closely spaced rings are
observed in the ration \/6 : \/8 consistent with the gyroid structure. This confirms
the assignment of phases made earlier by SANS. [41] Figure 24 shows a diffraction

-0.11'

*1

> :.

-0.11 0 0.11

Figure 2Jt. SAXS pattern at room temperature of PEP-PDMS-12 identifying it to
be the HEX phase with reflections in the ratios 1 : \/Z : \f\: \fl .

pattern obtained from PEP-PDMS-12 at room temperature, following shear. The
presence of arced reflections in the positional ratio 1 : \/3 : \/4 : \fl indicates a
HEX structure. Since the scattering is concentrated along the gz axis, the cylin-
ders are primarily oriented in the shear direction, x. This data indicates that the
single ordered phase revealed rheologically in Figure lie for PEP-PDMS-12 is a
HEX phase.
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3.3 Indexing of the gyroid 10 spot scattering pat-
tern

Diffraction patterns similar to those in eg. Figure 15, insets 4-6, have previously
been identified as arising from various orientations of the laid phase (associated
with the gyroid structure) in lyotropic liquid crystals [38] [57] [58] and block
copolymers. [35] [32] [5] [8] A part of the reciprocal space of the IaZd space group

Figure 25. The reciprocal lattice of the gyroid structure of IaZd symmetry, (a)
The first two allowed reflections: (211) and (220), in a 3D projection, (b) A scat-
tering plane oriented in the reciprocal space so that two (220) reflections meet
the Bragg conditions, (c) A scattering plane oriented so that four (211) and two
(220) reflections meet the Bragg conditions.

is shown in Figure 25a, displaying the first and second order reflections from the
families of {211} and {220} reflection planes. The characteristic gyroid pattern of
10 first order spots was previously indexed by Forster et al. [32] and Olsson et al.
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[59] who also attempted to rationalize the observation of 10 spots due to different
projections of the reciprocal space. In Section 3.4 we show that the sample is a
multidomain structure with the [111] lattice directions aligned in parallel to the
shear direction, but otherwise randomly oriented. Figure 25b shows the scattering
plane intercepting the reciprocal lattice points [202] and [202]. A single crystal of
laid symmetry oriented like this with respect to the scattering plane would give
these two Bragg reflections in the same pattern, due to the finite collimation of the
beam and out of plane mosaicity of the crystal structure. Rotating the scattering
plane 30° around the [111] lattice direction we get the orientation depicted in
Figure 25c, where two sets of {211} planes and one set of {220} planes meet the
Bragg conditions giving all together six spots of reflected intensity, 2 spots from
each set of planes.

All possible scattering patterns, from individual single-crystal domains rotated
randomly around the [111] direction, are shown in Figure 26a. The first pattern
(a-I) corresponds to the orientation of the single-crystal orientation with respect
to the scattering plane, as shown in Figure 25b. The rotation angle, 0, is assigned
to be zero at this orientation, and the value of 9 is given below the scattering pat-
tern from each single-crystal domain. The orientation of the single-crystal domain
with respect to the scattering plane, as illustrated in Figure 25c, corresponds to
the pattern shown in Figure 26a-III. A full rotation (360°) of the reciprocal lat-
tice, corresponding to the 2D powder, runs three times through this sequence of
eight patterns. The patterns in Figure 26 correspond to planar cuts through the
reciprocal lattice which can be related to crystal planes in the real space structure
which are parallel to the x-z shear plane in the co-ordinate system defined in
Figure 21.

In Figure 26b and 26c the indexing from above is compared to real data. We
note that the (211) and (220) reflections in the SANS patterns are not very well
resolved compared to SAXS data, which has better resolution clearly separating
the first and second order reflections (see Figure 18c). The two concentric circles
have the ratio \/6 : \/S. Scattering from single-crystal domains with {220} crystal
planes in parallel to the x-z shear plane is mapped on top of the real data in
Figure 26b. This corresponds to the scattering patterns illustrated in Figures 26a-
III and 26a-VII, which are of the same symmetry. The scattering from e.g. the
orientation illustrated in a-VII gives a pair of meridional (211) reflections (at
±90°) and another pair of (211) reflections at -19.5° and 160.5° with respect
to the [lll]-equator (identical to the shear direction x). At 35.3° and -144.7° a
pair of (220) reflections show up, belonging to the same domain. Twinning these
two domains (Figures 26a-III and 26a-VII) gives a six spot pattern of first order
reflections. A scattering pattern like this from a polystyrene-poly(2-vinylpyridine)
diblock copolymer mixture was identified and indexed by Schulz et al. [35]

Scattering from single-crystal domains with {211} and {321} crystal planes in
parallel to the x — z shear plane is mapped on top of the real data in Figure 26c.
Here the patterns from Figures 26a-I and 26a-V map onto the meridional (220)
reflections. The patterns in Figures 26a-II and 26a-IV give the (211) reflections at
—61.87° and 118.13° from the equator, while the patterns in Figures 26a-VI and
26a-VIII give the (211) reflections at -118.13° and 61.87° from the equator. A
scattering pattern from a polyisoprene-polystyrene diblock copolymer melt dom-
inated by scattering from domains with {321} crystal planes in parallel with the
shear plane and oriented with respect to the [111] direction as shown in Figure 26c
was observed by Khandpur et al. [5]
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Figure 26. Diffraction patterns expected for single-crystals of the IaZd phase, (a)
Sequence of 8 diffraction patterns encountered as the gyroid structure is rotated
round the [111] direction. Each pattern corresponds to a planar cut through the
j-eciprocal space. The normal to the planes are given, by the arrow pointing out
of the paper, (b) The typical "10-spot" gyroid diffraction pattern compared to ex-
pected patterns from orientations where {220} crystal planes are in parallel with
the scattering plane, (c) The "10-spot" pattern compared to expected patterns from
orientations where {211} and {321} crystal planes are in parallel with the scatter-
ing plane.

3.4 Mesomorphic Crystallography with SANS
Studies of the sample, mix69, quenched to —100 °C from the fully developed and
oriented gyroid phase shows that the sample is aligned with the [111] lattice direc-
tion parallel to the shear direction x. However the sample does not constitute a
single crystal domain, but it is a 2D powder made up of domains rotated randomly
around the [111] lattice direction. [59] This is verified by the SANS data shown
in Figure 27. The 24 first order reflections illustrated in the reciprocal space in
Figure 25a become five rings upon a free rotation round the [111] direction, as
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Figure 27. A five ring model of the reciprocal space of the gyroid structure is com-
pared to scattering patterns obtained when rotating the sample in the beam, (a)
Original position of the pre sheared fully grown gyroid structure and its character-
istic 10 spot pattern, (b) A rotation of approx. 20° of the [111] lattice direction
and the resulting eight spot scattering pattern, (c) A rotation of approx. 45° of
the [111] lattice dii-ection and the resulting six spot scattering pattern, (d) A rota-
tion of approx. 9(P of the [111] lattice direction and the resulting isotropic ring of
scattering.

seen in Figure 27a. The intersection of these rings with the x-z plane explains the
typical 10 spot pattern, which is also shown in Figure 27a. Now follows a rotation
in the x-y plane of the [111] lattice direction. This will change the intersection of
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the five rings with the scattering plane which results in a change of the scattering
pattern. Figure 27b depicts the rotation of approx. 20° from the original vertical
position parallel to x. Here the SANS pattern accordingly shows an eight spot
pattern on a ring at relative angles that agrees with the predictions of the five
ring model. Figure 27c depicts a 45° rotation of [111], which leaves six spots in the
SANS pattern, and finally the scattering pattern becomes an isotropic ring when
the [111] direction is rotated 90°, as shown in Figure 27d. This crystallographic
study by SANS very strongly indicates that the sample, mix69, in the gyroid phase
is of multidomain texture, but uniaxially oriented with the [111] direction parallel
to the initial shear direction x. Seemingly this is a very powerful technique for
identifying mesoscopic structures and hopefully it will be able to verify the model
described in Section 3.7, which attempts to explain the HPL structure.

3.5 Real space structure of the gyroid phase
Originally, "gyroid" is the name of a minimal surface, of IaZd symmetry, that
divides the space into two interpenetrating and equally sized volumes. [60] The

Figure 28. The real space morphology of the gyroid phase, (a) The skeleton graph
outlining the two interpenetrating networks high in minority component (PDMS)
concentration, (b) The 16 symmetrically equivalent points with respect to the IaZd
space group from which the skeleton graph can be constructed.

use of the term in describing the structure associated with the IaZd phase in
diblock copolymers was introduced by Hajduk et al. [10] The assignment of the
gyroid structure to this PEP-PDMS sample, mix69, is done by analogy to the
real-space morphological studies of other polymer samples, [32] [5] [40] [7] [61]
displaying similar scattering and rheology characteristics as mix69. A model of
the gyroid structure, based on rod-type connectors [62], is the skeleton graph,
shown in Figure 28a, outlining the core of the two volumes separated by the
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gyroid minimal surface. Grey and black colours are used to distinguish between
the two skeletal networks and the dimension of the cubic unit cell, of side length
a, is also marked on Figure 28a. The interpenetrating networks represent regions
of the sample volume where the density of the minority component (i.e. PDMS)
is above the average composition (1 — / P E P ) - Likewise the volume between the
networks is of higher density of the majority component (i.e. PEP).

(b)

Figure 29. The building blocks of the gyroid structure, (a) Connecting one point in
space with its three nearest neighbours forms a tripod, (b) Two tripods connect by
twisting their planes with respect to each other, (c) The planes are twisted by an
angle of 70.53°. Twisting the tripods clockwise results in a "right-handed" network
(coloured black in Figure 28a), and twisting the tripods anti-clockwise results in a
"left-handed" network (coloured grey in Figure 28a).

The skeletal structure can be constructed by connecting the points in space
shown in Figure 28b, which are the symmetrically equivalent 16b sites of the Ia3d
space group. [63] These points map onto themselves with respect to the 3-fold
symmetry axis along the [111] direction and the 2-fold symmetry axis parallel
with the [1,-2,1] direction through the body centre. Figure 28b shows four points
on the [111] body diagonal of the unit cube symmetrically positioned around the
body centre at positions ^ a apart. Each of these points is surrounded by three
nearest neighbours at a distance of 4 a. The nearest neighbours lie in (111) planes
separated by 120° angles. By translating the points outside the cube one cubic
lattice unit a, all points are inside the cubic unit cell, and the interpenetrating
skeleton graph in Figure 28a can be drawn by connecting nearest neighbouring
points (at distances 4 a).

As obvious from Figure 28 the gyroid structure is composed of tripods. One such
tripod connector is shown in Figure 29a. The lines connecting the four points of
the tripod run across cube faces of side length \a. Two joined tripods are shown
in Figure 29b. A close examination of the interconnecting networks show that
they have different chirality. When viewed down the connecting line (indicated
by an arrow in Figure 29b) the planes spanned by the two tripods are twisted
with respect to one another. As illustrated in Figure 29c the plane of the second
tripod is twisted clockwise by 70.53°, which can be calculated by regarding the
connecting lines as diagonals of cube faces. The grey network in Figure 28a posses
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this "right handedness", while the black network in Figure 28a is "left handed".
Figure 30a presents a computer generated 3D projection of the gyroid structure

viewed down the [100] direction. A 2D projection of the structure seen along the

J<220)

Figure 30. Different projections of the gyroid real space structure, (a) A 3D pro-
jection seen down the [100] direction, (b) A 2D projection that shows the (112),
(112), and (220) Bragg planes causing the scattering pattern illustrated in Fig-
ure 26a-llla-III. (c) A view along the [111] direction displaying {211}, {220}, and
{321} planes.

[220] direction with the [111] direction in the plane of the paper is illustrated
in Figure 30b. This orientation of the gyroid crystal gives a scattering pattern
as shown in Figure 26a-III. The beam direction, the Bragg planes and the d-
spacings are marked in Figure 30b. The 2D projection illustrated in Figure 30c
along the [111] direction clearly displays the {211}, {220} and {321} families of
crystal planes. This projection comes from Figure 30b by simply rotating the [111]
direction from the plane of the paper to point towards the viewer and is a side
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view of the scattering situation depicted in Figure 30b. The Bragg planes giving
the meridional (211) reflections in Figure 26a-III are indicated together with the
direction of the incoming beam of neutrons.

3.6 The BCC structure

v.

Figure 31. (a) A 3D projection of the reciprocal space of the BCC structure show-
ing the first ttuo orders of reflection, (b) The expected scattering patterns from
three orientations of a single domain BCC structure, (c) I-IV: Indexed scatter-
ing patterns that would result by the rotation round the fill] direction. V: The
summation of patterns I-IV.

The reciprocal space of the BCC structure is shown in Figure 31a. The first two
orders of reflection are the reflections from the {110} planes and the {200} planes.
Some typical scattering patterns are illustrated in Figure 31b-I,II,III where the
normal direction to the crystallographic plane parallel to the scattering plane is
indicated. Figure 31c-I,II,III,IV shows the scattering patterns that would result if
a single crystal BCC structure was rotated round the [111] lattice direction. The
patterns are fully indexed and angles are indicated with respect to horizontally
displayed [111] direction. Summing the four patterns in I-IV gives a scattering
pattern as illustrated in Figure 31c-V, which matches the scattering obtained
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from sample mix22 in Figure 8.

3.7 Modelling of the HPL-structure
Theoretical work by Qi et al. [26] suggests that the morphology of the metastable
HPL-structure is caused by unstable composition fluctuations in the LAM phase.
An ABAB... stacking sequence of layers in the HPL state is anticipated as the
amplitude of the anisotropic fluctuations diverge when the LAM phase reaches
its spinodal upon heating. The metastable structure, that forms upon transition
to the HPL state, is indeed a physical structure of a characteristic composition
profile that exhibits Bragg reflections of first and higher orders as evidenced by the
scattering patterns. The higher orders present in the HPL-pattern (eg. Figure 18b)
illustrate the long range single crystal-like orientation of the sample.

The HPL structure can formally be modelled as stacked layers containing close-
packed hexagonal perforations. In particular, the SAXS data can be described
as resulting from a combination of ABCABC... and ABAB... packing of close-
packed planes, i.e. as a combination of a face-centered cubic (FCC) structure and
a hexagonal close-packed (HCP) structure. This is consistent with the fact that the
critical packing fraction (in this case of perforations in the layers) 0.74, is the same
for the FCC and HCP phases, and the observation that these two structures may
be nearly degenerate in free energy. [64] [21] Figure 32 shows the unit cell of an
FCC structure, and the projections of the (111) and (200) planes. The d-spacings

(111) planes: [mi

(200) planes:

Figure 32. Principal planes giving rise to diffraction in an FCC structure.

of the (111) and (200) layers are respectively d m = A%a and ^200 = \a, where
a is the lattice spacing. Diffraction from the (200) planes gives rise to the four
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azimuthal maxima evident in the outer diffraction ring for the HPL pattern (e.g.
Figure 18b). We note that scattering from an ABAB... stacking (see Figure 32,
grey and black spheres only) viewed along the [111] will give a hexagon of (in-layer)
scattering, as seen in Figure 18b. The rf-spacing related to this in-layer scattering

is dio = \/~isa- The rf-spacings listed here (dm and ĉ oo in the FCC structure
and dxo in the HCP structure) are related to wavevectors for the Bragg reflection
from the (111) and (200) FCC planes (9111 and 9200)1 and the in-layer hexagonal
hexagonal HCP planes (910)- Relative ratios with respect to the shortest wave
vector are:

gm 10 = \ / x ~ 1 . 0 6

2H22 = — = \ / - ~ 1.15
9 i n ^200 V 3

9io ^200

(3)

(4)

(5)

The scattering picture in Figure 18b arises from grains corresponding to at least
two orientations of the FCC-HCP model structure. In the [111] projection, with
the (111) HCP planes aligned in parallel with the scattering plane, we have the
inner hexagon of reflections 9* = 910 (2 meridional and four off-meridional spots)
and four second order off-meridional reflections at 9* = -y/3 910- The four az-
imuthally equally spaced spots on the outer ring at 9* = 9200 = y § 9io are due
to scattering from (200) FCC planes and therefore identical with a [100] projec-
tion. We speculate that the stronger meridional reflection of the inner doublet (the

scattering plane

Figure 33. Reciprocal space of an FCC structure. Viewed along the [111] direc-
tion none of the (111) reciprocal latticed points meet the Bragg conditions. If the
ABCABC. stacking sequence of (111) planes in the FCC structure is perturbed
(for example by a HCP sequences of ABAB... stacking) the Bragg reflections are
smeared into Bragg rods, as indicated. Then, a hexagon of spots is obtained in the
scattering plane, containing q = 0, as shown.

outer spot) and its second order at twice the 9-value are due to scattering from
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( I l l ) FCC planes aligned in the "perpendicular" orientation, hence the scattering

at q* = qni = ^ /§ gHCP, and 2q*.
That a hexagon of reflections can result from a combination of HCP and FCC

packing has been suggested previously by McConnell et al. who performed SANS
on cubic micellar phases in block copolymer gels. [65] The result is a broadening
of the FCC Bragg diffraction spots to Bragg rods. The resulting scattering from
a combination of ABAB and ABCABC stacking is illustrated in reciprocal space
depicted in Figure 33. The intersection of the Bragg rods with the (111) plane,
containing q = 0, produces the hexagonally arranged scattering maxima observed
in the diffraction plane. Because the (111) reciprocal lattice points are not in the
(111) scattering plane but either s in - 1 ( j ) = 19.47° above or below it as seen
from the origin, we get the magnitude for the wave vector of the inner hexagon

of reflections to be cos (19.47°) x qlu = w | x qin = qi0 (cf. Equation 3). Note
that the wave vector magnitude and azimuthal position of the 6 hexagonal spots
due to the Bragg rods are identical to the hexagonal in-layer reflections from the
ABAB... stacking mentioned above. The ratios of the wave vectors derived from
the real space c/-spacings (Figure 32) are confirmed by looking at the reciprocal
lattice structure (Figure 33).
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4 Parametrization for Description
of Phase Behaviour

While the molar mass M and the composition, given by the volume fraction
/ of one of the blocks, is determined by the synthesis (see Section 5), a num-
ber of parameters are necessary in order to describe the phase behaviour and to
compare experimental observations with theoretical predictions. Furthermore this
parametrizaion serves as a common basis for the comparison of experimentally
measured phase behaviour of different diblock copolymer systems. The relevant
terms include:

The degree of polymerization TV which depends on the molar mass (and re-
sulting molar volume) and is based on a common standard segment unit (see
Section 4.1).

The Ginzburg-like parameter N which also depends on the molar mass and
gauges the system sensitivity to composition fluctuations (see Section 4.2).

The FIory-Huggins interaction parameter x which is adopted from the orig-
inal treatment of binary blends. The x parameter is chiefly controlled by the
choice of monomers A and B for the chemically different blocks of the copoly-
mer. It varies with temperature which will be described phenomenologically
(see Section 4.3).

The conformational symmetry parameter e which also is governed by the
choice of A and B monomers and reflects the fact that the two blocks may be of
different nature concerning their space filling characteristics (see Section 4.4).

In this work the phase behaviour of a diblock system is studied at constant
pressure by examining how a range of samples, synthesized at different volume
fractions, respond to changes of temperature T. At low temperatures below the
glass transition temperature Tg, the blocks will be trapped in a physically fixed
state where the motion of the polymer chains is heavily restricted. The glass
transition temperatures of PEP [66] and PDMS [67] are

rg ,pEp = -56 °C Tg,PDMS = -127 °C, (6)

of which TgPEp sets the lower limit of the accessible temperature range for exam-
ination of phase behaviour.

Before defining and discussing the above mentioned parameters in further detail,
we first sketch out some basic concepts and assumptions.

A diblock copolymer is a chain molecule composed of two blocks of different
repetitive constitutional units A and B, respectively. The contour volume V of the
diblock molecule is the sum of volumes of A and B blocks, VA a n d VB respectively,
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which can be written in terms of the volume fraction fA of the A block (fA =

V = VA + VB = fAV + (l-fA)V (7)

The mass rn of the diblock molecule can likewise be written as a sum of block
masses, and by assuming no volume change upon mixing the mass density PAB of
the diblock copolymer can be derived from the mass densities px and pe of the A
and B homopolymers respectively (PAB = /A/?A + (1 — /A)PB)- The mass of the
diblock molecule is:

m = mA + mB = V(fpA + (1 - / ) p B ) (8)

Typically — when handling data from the synthesis (see Chapter 5) — the
molar mass Mn is the more relevant term: Mn = Nam, where Avogadros's number
is Na = 6.0225 x 1023 mol"1. Equation 8 then becomes

Mn = Vn{fPA + {l-f)pB) (9)

where Vn is the diblock molar volume. In synthesized samples of diblock copoly-
mers the molecules are not all of exactly the same size. Considering this polydis-
persity the mass in Equation 9 refers to the number average of the population of
diblock species.

As it is obvious from the above paragraphs it is imperative to have table val-
ues of the mass densities of the equivalent homopolymers, in our case PEP and
PDMS. By assuming that In p(T) is linear in absolute temperature T, the thermal
dependence is estimated with data from Fetters et al. [68] which gives

p P E P ( r ) = 1.054 x 103kg/m3exp(-6.977 x 10~4 T/K) (10)

PPDMS(T) = 1.195 x 103kg/m3exp(-6.998 x 10~4 T/K) (11)

and shows that the temperature coefficients of the two blocks are practically iden-
tical.

The conformation of homopolymer molecules in the melt is predicted by the
Flory theorem [69] [70] to be that of a Gaussian coil. Here we assume this also
to apply for the case of diblock copolymers in the weak segregation limit close to
the order-disorder transition. The Gaussian coil — a three-dimensional random
walk — is for large values of number of steps characterized by the simple relation
between the second moments of the mean end-to-end distance (.R2,) of the polymer
molecule and the mean radius of gyration (fig) [30]

(Rl) = 6(flg). (12)

For the random walk the mean end-to-end distance can also be expressed by the
contour length L (i.e. the length of the polymer chain) and the Kuhn statistical
segment length 6i<:

where the number of steps N along the chain is N = £-. Equation 13 only holds
for a random walk, which for a polymer chain is an idealization.

Upon temperature changes the configurational states of the polymer changes.
This effect can be described within the framework of Gaussian statistics by in-
cluding a a material specific constant, c(T), in Equation 13:

(Rl) = c(T)Nb2 = (^7f))(c(T)b)2 = & *2- (14)
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which renormalizes the number of segments, N, and the segment length, 6, where
N = N/c(T) and 6 = c(T) b. c{T) equals 1 for a freely jointed chain, [30] and
takes increasingly higher values with diminishing flexibility of the polymer chain.
[71]

The temperature variation of c(T) is material specific, and can be elucidated
upon by experimental measures of the temperature coefficient of the chain di-
mensions. The {R%) of PDMS increases with temperature [72] [68] while the (Rl)
of PEP decreases with temperature. [68] In a diblock of PEP and PDMS the
two blocks contribute with opposite coefficients to the thermal dependence of the
diblock coil.

From experimental measurements of the mean end-to-end distance the statis-
tical segment length can be derived based on the description of the polymer as a
Gaussian coil (see Section 4.2).

4.1 The Degree of Polymerization N
The degree of polymerization TV is a very central parameter, especially for the
comparison of experimental and theoretical results. In theoretical treatment the
size of the polymer chain is represented by the parameter N, which is considered
to be the number of statistical segments. In synthesis the degree of polymerization
is the number of repetitive units, or monomers, in the polymer molecule. But this
is not an unambiguous definition, as illustrated by PDMS where the monomer is
D3 (SCjHijSiO) but the repetitive unit is just D (CoHeSiO). In a diblock copoly-
nier where two different constitutional repeating units (or monomers) are present,
the situation is even more confused. Here we define an effective degree of poly-
merization A' given by:

N = - (15)

where V is the contour volume of the polymer molecule and i'o is the constant
volume of a standard segment unit. The definition given by Equation 15 is based
on the Gaussian picture of unperturbed polymer chains (cf. Equation 13), and
should facilitate the comparison of experiment and theory, and also serve as a
common basis for the comparison of experimentally observed phase behaviour of
different diblock copolymer systems.

In order to define the constant volume of the standard segment unit it is illus-
trative first to consider the volumes of the representative monomer units of PEP
(C5H10) and PDMS (C2H6S1O). The molar weights of these units are respectively
MEP = 70.135 g/mol and MDMS = 74.155 g/mol.

Using the expressions for the mass densities given in Equations 10 and 11, and
calculating the unit volumes by Do,unit = "" * , the thermal expansivities of
the monomer volumes are:

VO,EP{T/K) = 110.5 x 10-3Om3exp(6.977 x 10~4 T) (16)

t'o,DMs(T/K) = 103.0 x 10-30m3exp(6.998 x 10~4 T). (17)

We note that the thermal dependencies are almost identical for the the two
monomer units. Traditionally [4] [31] [41] parameters that vary with temperature
are represented by their value at the reference temperature Tref = 150 °C = 423 K,
at which t'o.EP = 148 A3 and UO,DMS = 138 A3

Bates et al. [73] considered the definition of the constant volume of a standard
segment unit, and arrived at the definition

i>o(T/K) = 88.5 x 10-30m3exp(6.85 x 10~4 T) (18)
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which is based on a study of four polyolefins, where the the mass density (measured
at 23°C) and the thermal expansivities were averaged over the four samples and
an apparent average unit molar mass of 56.14 g/mol was chosen (very close to
the unit molar mass of polyethylethylene MEE = 56.108 g/mol). At the reference
temperature (423 K) the unit volume in Equation 18 is 118.3 x 10~30 m3.

As previously discussed the choice of unit volume, for the calculation of the
degree of polymerization of synthesized diblock systems, is done based on the
assumptions of the Gaussian picture.

The length of the statistical segments, which by Equation 13 is linked to the
value of the degree of polymerization, has no physical interpretation (i.e. the effec-
tive degree of polymerization is not identical to the number of e.g. monomer units).
Therefore we are free to adopt any unit volume that will give meaning to the Gaus-
sian picture of the polymer. In order to maintain a commensurable basis with pre-
vious studies in the field we choose a volume of 118.3 x 10~30 m3 at T = 150 °C
as the standard segment unit volume, but we choose to adopt the thermal expan-
sivity of jf[\nv(t)] = 7 x 10~4 which is in better agreement with the PEP-PDMS
diblock copolymer system (cf. Equations 16 and 17). Thus

vo{T/K) = 88 x l(T3Om3exp(7 x 10~4 T) (19)

Finally we note that this definition of the standard segment unit volume repre-
sented by Equation 19 makes no significant difference to the degree of polymer-
ization in Equation 15 compared to the choice of the unit volume represented in
Equation 18. The difference in volume between the two units are < 0.1 A3 at
130°C, and < 0.2 A3 at 0°C.

4.2 The Composition Fluctuation Parameter N
The important N parameter, due to Fredrickson and Helfand, [18] [19] which
gauges the correction to mean field theory [13] caused by composition fluctuations
is defined as

N={-ft (20)

This can be interpretated as the square of the ratio between the volume spanned
by a Gaussian coil of mean end-to-end distance (Re) and the molecular volume V
occupied by one polymer chain. [74] If N is very big (e.g. N > 1000) it means that
the chain molecule is in contact or entangled with many other polymer molecules.
On the other hand if N is of smaller value (N ~ 100) the contacts with other
molecules are reduced, until the extreme where N ~ 1, which is equivalent to a
hard sphere. In other words, N gauges the space filling properties of the polymer,
and it is reasonable that the mean field limit is achieved for iV JJ> 1.

Calculating the N value for a specific diblock copolymer is done by reorganiz-
ing Equation 20 by substituting the value of V from Equation 15 and assuming
Gaussian statistics as represented by Equation 13

(2,,

where N is the degree of polymerization and Do is the standard segment unit
volume. The segment length of the diblock is (JAB, and is derived from equivalent
homopolymer segment lengths as an average of the square values, weighted by the
volume fraction:

(22)
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The equivalent homopolymer segment lengths, aA and aB are calculated for a
statistically equivalent unperturbed coil of homopolymer (i.e. of the same degree
of polymerization as the diblock). E.g. for the A-block we get

^ { < f }A = r W A { M } A (23)

where the value for the end-to-end distance { j^-} is normalized with respect
to molar mass, and is obtainable from the review of polymer characteristics by
Fetters et al. [68] We note that the statistical segment length given by Equation 23
is a function of the constant volume of the standard segment unit defined by
Equation 19. The temperature dependent expressions for apEP and OPDMS are:

a P E P ( r / K ) = 8.2 x 1(T10 m exp(-4.458 x 1(T4 T) (24)

and

flpDMs(T/K) = 4.7 x 1(T10 m exp(3.462 x 1(T4 T). (25)

The sign of the exponent in Equations 24 and 25 shows how the segment lengths
(thus the average end-to-end distances) vary with temperature. We note that the
thermal dependencies are of opposite sign for PEP and PDMS which tells us that
the thermal expansivity of the bulk volume is the most dominant effect in PDMS,
while the increased flexibility of the polymer chain is the most dominant effect in
PEP. At the reference temperature T = 150 °C we get

apEp = 6.8 x l(T1 0m apDMS = 5.4 x 10~10m (26)

4.3 The Flory-Huggins Interaction Parameter \
Phase behaviour is conventionally illustrated in a \N vs. / diagram. [13] This
is not a phase diagram as the /-value is fixed from synthesis for a given diblock
copolynier. A descriptive term for this diagram would be a morphology diagram
because the diagram shows what phases — or morphologies — are stable in dif-
ferent ranges of the space of the degree of segregation (\N) and the composition
f. To be able to construct such a morphology diagram on the basis of transition
temperatures (determined by rheology), it is necessary to know the temperature
dependence of the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter \- The physical interpre-
tation of this parameter is very complex [73] and the theoretical description [75]
is far from complete.

Originally it was simply an enthalpic term accounting for the segment-segment
interaction in the expression for the energy of mixing in a binary blend. [14] [15]
[16] This formalism has been adopted for diblock copolymers which are not binary
blends, but single component systems. One way of dealing with the complex nature
of the ,\-parameter is to describe it phenomenologically, acknowledging that it is
of both enthalpic and entropic character: [30] [76]

^ ^ + 6 (27)
1

where \ is written in the form of a normalized energy (with respect to the thermal
quantum k^T) per segment-segment contact, and A/112 and Asj2 are the like-
wise normalized respective enthalpies and entropies associated with one segment-
segment interaction. Thus \ is formalized to be a linear function of the inverse
(absolute) temperature T.

The linearity parameters, a and 6 in Equation 27 can be estimated [31] as
described in the following. Theoretical predictions by Fredrickson and Helfand
[18] give the density fluctuation corrected value of the degree of segregation at
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the ODT, (X-N)ODT, ' n terms of the Ginzburg fluctuation parameter N. For a
compositionally symmetric diblock ( / = 0.5), we have

(\N)ODT = 10.5 + 41/V-J. (28)

By synthesizing two (or more) symmetric diblocks of different molar mass (i.e.
different N and Ar), the \ O D T can for each sample be calculated from

( \ A Q Q D T <„„.
XODT = jj • (29)

Combining this with the measurement of the ODT temperatures (by e.g. rheology)
results in a point in the x vs- T~l plot for each sample.

Following the above described procedure by using two samples of symmetric
composition (PEP-PDMS-6 and PEP-PDMS-17) we arrive at an estimate of the
\ parameter of:

64
\ O D T ( 7 V K ) = ( — - 3 X 10-2) (30)

which will be used for the calculation of degrees of segregation of corresponding
ODT and OOT temperatures as measured by rheology. We assume that this esti-
mate of \ is correct for the the whole composition range, as well as being correct
at degrees of segregation above ODT (i.e. at temperatures below TODT- Schwahn
et al. [74] have estimated the meanfield equivalent x-parameter for PEP-PDMS-6
by measuring the structure factor of the sample in the disordered state:

82
\ O D T ( 7 7 K ) = (— - 2 x lO"2) (31)

which was derived using Fredrickson and Helfand fluctuation theory combined
with the measurements of q*. Because Equations30 and 31 are based on different
theoretical treatment they are not directly comparable.

4.4 The Conformational Symmetry Parameter e
Supporting experimental observations by Almdal et al. [27] that asymmetric block
statistics influences the phase behaviour, Vavasour and Whitmore [28] derived
a formalism that takes this into account by the generic symmetry parameter

c — v^-jjf1^, which can be rewritten assuming unperturbed Gaussian chain statis-
} B g.A

tics (Equations 12 and 13):

/A flg.B VA R1,B _

' IBRIA ^g,A ^B ±NAa\ NBv0

which is independent of composition. Combining Equations 23 and 32 yields:

_ PA i A/P ]A

{ >

from which the conformational symmetry parameter readily is calculated by using
data from Fetters et al. In the case of PEP-PDMS we have:

fPEP-PDMs(T/K) = 3.09 exp(-1.58 x 10"3 T), (34)

which at a temperature of 150 °C is epEP-PDMS = 1-6, and at a temperature of
0 °C is ePEP-PDMS =2 .0 .
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5 Synthesis

Diblock copolymers containing blocks of PEP and PDMS were prepared by anionic
polymerization of a precursor polymer, polyisoprene-poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PI-
PDMS), followed by catalytic deuteration of the polydiene block (PI). This pro-
duced poly(ethyleiie-aft-propylene)-poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PEP-PDMS) diblock
copolymers having contrast for neutron as well as x-ray scattering. The scheme
of this polymerization is presented in Figure 34. Monomers of isoprene were poly-

/i-hexane
40°C

Li

| D2, 35 atm
S i — fei

cyc/ohexane
room temperature

" rS i -o}— Si—

Figure 3!t. The scheme for polymerizing PEP-PDMS.

merized in n-hexane at 40°C using sec-butyllithium as initiator. Monomers of
hexamethylcyclotrisiloxane (D3) for the PDMS block were introduced into the
reactor solution of living PI chains, resulting in the termination of the isoprene
polymerization by the addition of one methylsiloxaneunit. When cooled to approx.
—20°C hexamethylphosphoric triamide (HMPA) was injected which initiated fur-
ther propagation of the PDMS blocks. The reaction was terminated by a two-fold
excess of trimethylchlorosilane (TMCS). The precursor PI-PDMS diblock copoly-
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mers were saturated with deuterium at 35 atm using a palladium (5 %) on calcium
carbonate as catalyst. The deuteration of the samples used for this thesis was done
at the Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science, University of
Minnesota, USA, by Kristoffer Almdal.

Figure 35. A typical set-up for anionic polymerization at the time just before the
polymerization will be initiated.

The typical setup for the polymerization reaction is showed in Figure 35. This
illustrates the glassware used for the synthesis. The reactor was a round bottom six
neck flask, which by threaded connectors was fitted with two ampoules (containing
the isoprene and D3 monomers) and a solvent flask with rc-hexane. The reactor
was also connected to a vacuum-argon line and a pressure gauge, fitted with a
temperature well, and finally one neck was sealed of by septas that facilitated the
injection of reagents for polymerization. Visible in Figure 35 is also the container of
initiator solution on the desk next to the syringe for the injection into the reactor.
The round bottom flask to the left of the reactor setup holds an overpressure of
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argon for flushing the syringe before use for injection. The system used here for
anionic polymerization is fully described by Ndoni et al. elsewhere. [77]

5.1 Anionic Polymerization: Guide to Laymen

POLYMERISATION

SOLVENT
n

n-Hx over
cone.
H,SO.

') Gell Permeation Chromatography ') cyclo trl(dlmethylslloxane)
'J hexamettiylphosphortcamlde *) Wmethylchlosilane
s) dibutylnnagnesium

Figure 36. The many steps of the PEP-PDMS anionic polymerization.

Anionic polymerization requires a very thorough and systematic approach, because
successful polymerization is dependent on high levels of purity of the chemicals.
Impurities will "kill" the "living" polymer chains and ruin the polymerization.
Thus a great deal of effort is spent preparing the synthesis by repetitive cleaning
and purification procedures of the different reactants. Figure 36 gives an overview
of all the individual operations involved in the synthesis of a diblock copolymer.

The synthesis of a diblock copolymer by anionic polymerization can be divided
into four stages. The first three deal with the purification of the monomers for the
two blocks and the solvent in which the polymerization process will take place. The
fourth and final stage is the polymerization itself. This is graphically illustrated
by the inset in Figure 36. The solvent, n-hexane, is stored over concentrated
(96+ %) sulfuric acid (H2SO4). For further purification approx. 2 L is transferred
into a three-neck flask and heated to reflux under argon to push atmospheric air
out. By reflux is meant that the hexane boils in the presence of a condenser,
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and so constantly evaporates and condenses. After cooling to room temperature
under argon 7.0 mL 1.5-2 M n-butyllithium is added to the solvent, followed by
approx. 10 mL of isoprene. Left for at least four hours at 30-50°C the isoprene will
polymerize, and addition of approx. 1 mL of styrene will form a "living" anionic
diblock complex, polyisoprene-polystyryllithium, if the solvent is clean. This is
verified by a clearly visible yellow to orange colour in the solution. After cooling
the solvent, the flask is closed under an 0.3 bar overpressure of argon, and the
final distillation of the pure solvent into the solvent flask, that will be fitted on
top of the reactor (see Figure 35), can be done just prior to polymerization.

The isoprene, which is a liquid at room temperature, is frozen by liquid nitrogen
and evacuated to less than 0.01 mbar for degassing. The isoprene is thawed and re-
frozen and evacuated a total of three times. Then it is distilled into an evacuated
flask over dried dibuthylmagnesium (DBM). Stirring it with DBM at room tem-
perature is followed by distillation into an evacuated flask of dried n-butyllithium
(n-BuLi). This step requires the greatest of caution and the solution should be
kept under constant surveillance at 0°C while stirring for about an hour. If kept
at higher temperatures runaway polymerization of isoprene may cause the flask
to explode. Then the isoprene is distilled into a new flask containing dried DBM,
in which it can be stored for several weeks. An ample supply of monomer can be
purified at a time. The final transfer to the ampoule that will be fitted on top of
the reactor (see Figure 35) can be done just prior to polymerization.

Like the case with isoprene the purification of D3 can be done in larger batches.
D3, which is a solid at room temperature, is quickly transferred into a flask con-
taining calcium hydride (Carlo), while flushing it with argon. Then after closing
the flask, the D3 is melted (melting point is approx. 60°C), and in the liquid state
it is constantly stirred for a few hours. The D3 is distilled into an evacuated flask
over dried DBM. After being melted and stirred for 2-3 hours, the D3 can be
stored for several weeks in this flask. The final transfer to the ampoule that will
be fitted on top of the reactor (see Figure 35) is done just prior to polymerization.

Having purified both monomers and the solvent the polymerization process
can be started. The ampoules used to contain the monomers are weighed before
the required amount of monomer is distilled from the purified batches, and also
weighed after use when the polymerization process is over. The difference in these
weights accurately determines the stoichiometric amounts of monomer used in
the polymerization and is compared to the polymer yield (See Section 5.2). It is
useful also to weigh the reactor before starting, which leaves the opportunity of
purposely leaving a little fraction of polymer in the reactor after polymerization.
Retrieving all the polymer from the reactor can be tedious labour and not worth
the minor amount in question. However it is important to know how much is
left, in order to be able to calculate the yield of the polymerization accurately.
The reactor is baked over night at 260°C under vacuum (< 0.02 mbar). The
monomers and solvent are readily distilled into ampoules and flask. Just prior
to polymerization the concentration of the initiator solution is determined by
Gillmans double titration. This is imperative in order to be able to calculate the
stoichiometric molar mass correctly (See Section 5.2). The reactor is cooled off
after the bake and filled with argon. Now the polymerization follows the scheme
illustrated in Figure 34. In three successive stages first the solvent is lead into
the reactor, followed by the injection of a predetermined volume of the initiator,
finally followed by the addition of the isoprene monomer. After the polymerization
of the isoprene block, the D3 is heated to 60°C and melted by wrapping heat tape
round the ampoule on top of the reactor, and let into the reactor. At this point the
polymerization can temporarily be recessed, and e.g. carried on the following day.
The polymerization of the PDMS block is initiated by the addition of HMPA, and
the polymerization is terminated by injection of TMCS. The diblock copolymer
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solution is washed once with a sodium hydrogen carbonate solution, followed by
repeated washing with demineralized water until the pH value is neutral. Finally
the polymer solution is dried, and the yield determined.

5.2 Characterization from Synthesis
Molecular characteristics such as the molar mass and the composition of the di-
block copolymer molecule are very well controlled by anionic polymerization, be-
cause this technique gives a narrow molar mass distribution (see Section 6.3). In
practice the molar mass is controlled by tuning the ratio of the total mass of
monomers and the amount of initiator engaged in the polymerization. The com-
position is determined from the masses of monomers used in the polymerization.
Therefore the accuracy of the molar mass and the composition of the final poly-
mer is governed by the accuracy in determining the monomer weights and initiator
solution volume and concentration. The accuracy of the scales used for weighing
was ±0.1 g, and the accuracy of the initiator solution volumes depended on the
size of the syringe used, but in general can be taken to be ±1 % of the measured
volume.

In our case we synthesize a PI-PDMS diblock, which is followed by satura-
tion of the polydiene, resulting in PEP-PDMS. The polymer gains weight upon
this saturation. Although the double bond is saturated in a deuterium rich atmo-
sphere/solution, we here calculate the Hi-equivalent value of the molar mass, i.e.
the molar mass for a sample saturated with hydrogen. The number of mols of PI
units (CsHs), " P I . before saturation is equal to the number of mols of PEP units
(C5H10), " P E P , after saturation, and so

?7ipEp mpi MEp . .

" P E P = »PI => -rz = -rr- => "iPEP = -T7—™i 35
M MI MI

can be used to calculate the Ho-equivalent mass of the PEP-blocks, mpEP, where
the molar weights of the PI and PEP units are respectively, Mi = 68.119 g/mol
and MEP = 70.135 g/mol, and mi is the measured weight of isoprene monomer.

After the polymerization the yield is determined (mpimyid). When neglecting
the cndgroups the yield is always equal to or less than the stoichiometric mass,

'"plm.stoich •

'"plm.yield < »«p]m,stoich = '"I + ™D3 (36)

where m\ and niD3 are the weighed amounts of isoprene and D3. The polymeriza-
tion of t he Pi-block is allowed to go beyond 99.9 % conversion, but the polymeriza-
tion of the PDMS-block is stopped before complete conversion, at approximately
90 %, in order to reduce dimerization, back-biting or other unwanted side reactions
that would obscure the final output. Thus the molar mass is calculated based on
the assumption that all isoprene monomers are used in the polymerization and
that any difference between the polymer yield and the stoichiometric mass is due
to amounts of D3-monomers not used in the polymerization. Therefore we cannot
use the stoichiometric weight of D3-monomer in the calculation of the resulting
molar mass and composition. The estimate for the mass of the PDMS block is the
yield value of D3: mD3,yid = rnPim,yld - f"l •

Table 6 shows data from the PI-PDMS synthesis of 10 diblock copolymers. mi,
»'D3. "inin '"pim.yid, and mD3,yid are listed for each polymerization. The values
for the polymer yield mpimyid are corrected for any known losses of sample during
the wash and drying procedures described in Section 5.1. The experimental errors
are displayed in Table 6 as digits in parenthesis following the values.
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sample PI-PDMS D3

7711 mplm,yld
#
6
7
8
9
11
12
13
17
21
22

(g)
40.0(2)
51.8(2)
33.9(2)
47.4(2)
77.6(2)
76.8(2)
19.0(2)

17.5(2)
17.6(2)
11.4(2)

(g)
50.5(2)
41.3(2)
88.9(2)
75.6(2)
50.7(2)
42.7(2)
35.8(2)

22.15(2)
61.9(2)
49.9(2)

(xlO- 3 mol)
14.46(29)
8.05(16)
9.45(19)
15.40(31)
12.87(26)
10.01(20)
4.56(9)
4.56(9)
6.16(12)
4.72(10)

(g)
89.6*

83.8(4)
113.6(4)
118.8(4)
123.7(4)
115.1(4)
53.0(4)
37.7(4)
79.2(4)
58.7(4)

(%)
99
90
93
97
96
96
97

95
99
96

(g)
49.6
32.0
79.7
71.4
46.1
38.3
34.0
20.2
61.6
47.3

(%)
99
78
90
94
91
90
95
91
99
95

"the yield was determined from chromatographic data

Table 6. Data from synthesis of 10 diblock PI-PDMS copolymers and the resulting
values of the PEP-PDMS species for the volume fraction /pEP.yid and molar mass
•WpEP.yid • Errors on the last digit are given in brackets as evaluated from the
polymerization procedure.

The effective value of the molar mass Mn,yid based on the above considerations

M

Mi.yld =
"?D3,yld

(37)

where »)lnjt is the number of mols of initiator.
The composition is referred to as the volume fraction of the PEP block, and

can be calculated based on identical assumptions as for Equation 37:

/PEP.yid = T^
1

_|_ "ipQMS

PPEP PPDMS 1 PPEP Afi
(38)

PPDMS A'EP ">I

where PPEP and PPDMS are mass densities of PEP and PDMS.
Assuming that there is no volume change upon mixing, we take it that the

block densities are equal to the equivalent homopolymer bulk densities of PEP
and PDMS, and at T - 298K we get (see Section 4)

PPEP = 0.856 g/cm3, PPDMS = 0.970 g/cm3. (39)

Often it is more practical — when working in the laboratory — to operate
with the molar mass of the PI-PDMS species, Mnpi_pDMS, and the weight frac-
tion of the PI blocks, wpi. These values are calculated from equations similar to
Equations 37 and 38:

. mi + mD3,yld
n, PI-PDMS =

"init

U'PI =
1

(40)

(41)

Molar masses and volume fractions of the PEP-PDMS diblocks, as calculated
using Equations 37 and 38 are found in Table 7, where the samples are listed by
their value of / . As described in Chapter 1, blends were produced from samples
which were closely related in both molar mass and volume fraction of PEP. Blends
were produced by co-dissolution in n-hexane followed by evaporation of the solvent.
Masses of the order of grams of the parent polymers were very accurately weighed
(±0.0001 g) before mixing and therefore the weight ratios — and also the average
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sample / P E P

PEP-PDMS
( / P E P ) A/w/A/n

#
22

mix22
mix23
mix24

21
8

mix34
mix35
mix36
mix37
mix38

13
9
6
17
11
7

mix67
mix68
mix69

12

0.219(7)

0.250(4)
0.332(12)

0.395(12)
0.436(19)
0.485(12)
0.503(19)
0.663(14)
0.654(14)

0.701(6)

(vol. %)

0.226
0.234
0.242

0.341
0.351
0.361
0.372
0.383

0.665
0.676
0.688

(g/mol)
12.51(43)

12.95(40)
12.13(34)

11.75(42)
7.81(21)
6.28(18)
8.38(35)
9.79(27)

10.60(32)

11.73(32)

(PS eq.r
1.08

1.08

1.11
1.05

1.09

1.12
1.06
1.07
1.11
1.05
1.04

1.04

1.04

'polystyrene-equivalent polydispersity indices

Table 7. Overview of 10 diblock PEP-PDMS copolymer melts and 11 derived mix-
tures, listed by their value O / / P E P

composition, ( / P E P ) , with respect to the parent polymers — are regarded to be
without error. In a blend with x grams of parent polymer 1, and y grams of parent
polymer 2, the resulting volume fraction of PEP is

(/PEP,

Pi P2

(42)

where /PEP,I is the PEP volume fraction of parent polymer 1, and p\ is the mass
density of parent polymer 1 which can be calculated from: p\ = fippEP + (1 —
/I)/>PDMS (see Section 4).

The average molar mass of a blended sample is

x + y (43)

where M\ is the molar mass of parent polymer 1, and where A/2 is the molar mass
of parent polymer 2.

Table 7 gives an overview of the synthesized melts and blended mixtures pro-
duced for this investigation of phase behaviour of the PEP-PDMS diblock copoly-
mer svstem.
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6 Molecular Characterization

The characterization obtained on the basis of synthesis data was evaluated in
comparison to the molecular characterization obtained from independant mea-
surements. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) was used to determine the com-
position of the diblocks (Section 6.1). Matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization
time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF) gave verification of the molar mass (Section 6.2). Fi-
nally gel permeation chromatography (GPC) measured the polydispersity indices
of our samples and also justified the procedure of mixing closely matched samples
of pure melts in order to gain more detailed information of phase behaviour as
related to the composition (Section 6.3).

6.1 NMR
Conventional LH-NMR was measured using a BRUKER AVANCE DPX 250 spec-
trometer. Samples for NMR spectroscopy were prepared by diluting the diblocks
in deuterated chloroform (CDCI3 of 120.4 g/mol) in approx. 15 mg/mL solutions.
A typical NMR spectrum is shown in Figure 37.

sample
6
7
8
9
11
12
13
17
21
22

PEP-PDMS
/PEP.nmr

0.437(10)
0.640(10)
0.320(10)
0.417(10)
0.649(10)
0.695(10)
0.383(10)
0.484(10)
0.250(10)
0.212(10)

/PEP.synth

0.485(4)
0.654(5)
0.332(3)
0.436(3)
0.663(3)
0.701(4)
0.395(7)
0.503(10)
0.250(4)
0.219(5)

fk
0.012
0.014
0.012
0.019
0.014
0.006
0.012
0.019

0
0.007

* / A = /PEP.synth - /pEP.nmr

Table 8. The diblock composition as measured by NMR in terms of the volume
fraction of PEP f/pEP.nmr^- Values of the volume fraction of PEP from synthesis
data f/pEP,synth^ are listed in comparison, and the difference is calculated.

Protons show resonance depending on their chemical environment, [78] and the
different peaks in the NMR spectrum are related to protons in the diblock molecule
(insets a-c in figure 37). Inset a shows the structure of 1,4-polyisoprene, inset b
shows the structure of 1,2-polyisoprene, and inset c shows the structure of PDMS.
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Figure 37. A typical NMR spectrum relating the individual peaks to proton situated
in different chemical environments in the diblock copolymer molecule

From the normalized peak integrals of the unsaturated protons in peaks 1 and 2
the molar fraction of 1,4-PI was calculated, and found to be within the range
0.939-0.952 with an average of 0.945. Peaks 3a and 3b contain the signal from the
saturated protons in polyisoprene, but will also contain the signal of any other
hydrocarbon contaminants, like remaining solvent due to incomplete drying. Peak
5 shows the signal of the methyl protons in the PDMS chain. The mole fraction xpi
of polyisoprene is for example calculated as the sum of the normalized integrals of
peaks 1 and 2, divided by the sum of the normalized integrals of peaks 1, 2 and 5.
Generally the molar fraction, using the saturated peaks (3a and 3b) showed equal
or slightly greater values than the values computed with the unsaturated signals
(peaks 1 and 2). Thus the unsaturated peaks were used and values of the volume
fraction of PEP, / P E p , of the final PEP-PDMS diblock copolymer are listed in
Table 8 as calculated from:

,._. ME

/PEP = (44)

where the molar masses of the PI and PDMS units are: MEP = 70.135<//mo/ and
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MDMS = 74.155^/mo/, and the mass densities of PEP and PDMS are: PPEP =
0.856g/cm and PPDMS = 0.970g/cm (See Chapter 4), and zpi + XPDMS = 1-

The error of the NMR measurement is estimated to be ±0.01 in volume frac-
tion /pEP.nmr based on both repeated measurements and the accuracy of the
integrated peak values from the NMR spectrum (i.e. sensitivity to the choice of
baseline/background). In Table 8 the compositions determined from synthesis data
(calculated as described in Chapter 5) are also listed followed by their experimen-
tal uncertainties in brackets. The difference ( /A = /pEP.synth - /pEP.nmr) shows
that for all the samples, the difference is smaller than 0.02. Therefore we conclude
that NMR measurements verify the stoichiometric data, and we allocate an error
to the individual sample that is equal to the largest value from the comparison
of the experimental error and the the difference / A - These are the errors listed in
Table 2.

Peak 4 in the spectrum in Figure 37 is due to the butyl endgroup from the
initiator molecule. This signal can be used to determine the molar mass, but in
this case such a determination has an uncertainty of ± 1 kg/mol, because of the
relatively weak signal in peak 4.

6.2 MALDI-TOF
Matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectroscopy mea-
sured the molar mass of unsaturated species of the diblock copolymers (PI-PDMS).

sample
6
7
8
9
11
12
13
17
21
22

""peak.maldi

6.3
10.4
11.4
8.1
10.1
11.4
11.2
8.6
12.6
12.4

PI-PDMS
AM* e a k m a l d i

0.3
0.3
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.5

Mn,PI-PDM!
6.2
10.4
12.0
7.7
9.6
11.5
11.6
8.3
12.9
12.4

; Ml
0.1
0.0
-0.6
0.4
0.5
-0.1
-0.4
0.3
-0.3
0.0

•AMpeak ,maid i = 0.1 x FWHM of peak
= Mpeak.maldi -

Table 9. The molar masses of PI-PDMS samples as measured by MALDI-TOF,
Mpeak.maidi, and compared to data derived from the synthesis, Mnpi_pDMS- The
accuracy of the MALDI-TOF measurement is estimated to be 10 % of the full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the detected peak.

This technique was experienced not to be successful with the saturated species
(PEP-PDMS). We used a HP G2025A MALDI-TOF System for the verification
of the molar mass. For this purpose a matrix-silver solution in toluene was pre-
pared by mixing a 0.1 M solution of dithranol (1,8,9-trihydroxyanthracene) and a
0.02 M solution of silver trifluoroacetate in the ratio 10 : 1. The polymer sample
was diluted 5 mg/niL in toluene and mixed with the matrix-silver solution in the
ration 1 : 10. A drop of this solution was placed on the HP sample holder and dried
under vacuum prior to the MALDI-TOF measurement. An intense laser beam di-
rected at the vacuum dried thin matrix-silver-sample film desorps the charged
polymer molecules from the surface, which is placed within an electric field. The
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time-of-flight through a i m flight tube is measured, and from this data the molar
mass is derived. The MALDI-TOF measurements of the molar masses are listed
in Table 9. The molar masses were clearly detected by well resolved peaks and the
error of the MALDI-TOF measurements is estimated to be approximately 10 %
of the FWHM. The molar masses as derived from synthesis data are verified by
these measurements.

6.3 GPC
Gel permeation chromatography (or size exclusion chromatography, SEC) was
used to characterize the polydispersity of the PEP-PDMS diblocks. A VISCOTEK

O 0.0

10 15 20 25

M/(kg/mol)
30

Figure 38. Calculated molar mass distributions of PEP-PDMS-22, PEP-PDMS-
21, and the normalized sum which is equivalent to the molar mass distribution of
sample mix23. The Schulz-Zimm distribution curves are fitted to the polydisper-
sity inder as measured by GPC. (a) The distribution of the PEP blocks, (b) The
distribution of the PDMS blocks, (c) The distribution of the diblocks.

Differential Refractometer/Viscometer was used with three Nucleosil columns (500
A + 100 A + 50 A). The eluent was tetrahydrofuran (THF) and the TriSEC Data
Acquisition System was used to record the relative refractive index signal as a
function of elution volume. Solutions for GPC chromatography were prepared by
mixing 5 mg/mL sample-toluene solutions, which were blended in the volume
ratio 1 : 1 with an internal standard santonox-THF solution. Thus the resulting
solution of polymer diblock was 1 mg/mL. The polydispersity index Mw/Mn was
calculated based on the relative refractive index signal and a calibration curve
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obtained from polystyrene (PS) standards. These polystyrene equivalent (PS-eq.)
polydispersities are listed in Table 2 and 7.

4.5
(a) #8

#13
sum

5 10 15 20

M(kg/mol)

Figure 39. Calculated molar mass distributions of PEP-PDMS-8, PEP-PDMS-
13, and the normalised sum which is equivalent to the molar mass distribution of
sample mix36. The Schulz-Zimm distribution curves are fitted to the polydisper-
sity index as measured by GPC. (a) The distribution of the PEP blocks, (b) The
distribution of the PDMS blocks, (c) The distribution of the diblocks.

The approach of blending two pure diblock melts closely spaced in / , thereby
obtaining a series of samples that are representative of diblock phase behaviour
at the average volume fraction (/) , will be justified in the rest of this section.

The polymerization kinetics of anionic polymerization is the main reason for
polydispersity and theoretically the Poisson distribution is predicted for anionic
polymerization [79]. The polydispersity index of a Poisson distributed molar mass

) Poisson —
iV

for N » 1, (45)

where A' is the number of chemical monomers added to the molecular chain by
the polymerization process (here number of ethylenepropylene (EP) units for PEP
and D3 units for PDMS).

In the perfect case of a Poisson distributed molar mass the polydispersity in-
dex would be < 1.01 for the samples considered here. The polydispersity indices
supplied by GPC are notably higher than the theoretical predictions by Equa-
tion 45. To accommodate this fact the molar mass distributions are modelled by
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the Schulz-Zimm distribution: [80] [81]

w(M) = (46)

where Mn is the number average molar mass and k = (Mw/Mn — 1) *. M is the
variable molar mass (abscissa) and F is the gamma function.

We want to estimate the Schulz-Zimm distribution of the individual blocks in the
parent diblocks as well as the distribution of the diblocks themselves. The latter is
readily calculated using the polydispersity from GPC (Mw/Mn) to calculate the
diblock A'DB:

1

A/w/Mn -
(47)

and using the stoichiometric molar mass value for Mn.
In order to calculate the theoretical distribution of the individual blocks we

assume that the polydispersity of the diblock is related to that of each block by:
[81]

1 P (48)

. (a)

10 15 20
M/(kg/mol)

25

Figure J,0. Molar mass distributions of PEP-PDMS-7, PEP-PDMS-12, and the
normalized sum which is equivalent to the molar mass distribution of sample
mirGS. The Schulz-Zimm distribution curves are fitted to the polydispersity index
as measured by GPC. (a) The distribution of the PEP blocks, (b) The distribution
of the PDMS blocks, (c) The distribution of the diblocks.
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and we also assume that the ration between the block polydispersities is identical
to the ratio between the theoretical Poisson polydispersities, cp:

j I 1 i I i
' • 'PEP _

where yVEp is the number of EP units and N^3 is the number of D3 units in the
blocks. Solving Equations 48 and 49 with respect to A'PEP and fcpoMS yields:

A ' P E P = n — 1 1 i " • / * ' . - i ( 5 0 )

( i c > + (1-JV

' A/./A/ - T (51)

The theoretical molar mass distributions using the Schulz-Zimm distribution
(Equation 46), which accommodates the measured values of the polydispersity
indices, are shown in Figures 38, 39, and 40

Figure 38a shows the molar mass distribution of the PEP blocks in the two sam-
ples PEP-PDMS-22 (/ = 0.22) and PEP-PDMS-21 (/ = 0.25). The normalized
sum of these two distribution curves, marked by the full line, represents the molar
mass distribution of the sample mix23 (blended of equal weights of PEP-PDMS-22
and PEP-PDMS-21). Figure 38b shows the distribution of the PDMS blocks and
Figure 38c shows the distribution of the whole diblock copolymer molecule. Fig-
ure 39 and 40 are constructed in the same way for the samples mix36 and mix68,
respectively. It is clear from the figures that the summed distribution profile (the
blended sample) cannot be distinguished form the profiles of either of the parent
polymers. This leads us to conclude that the blended system can be regarded as
a one component system and that its phase behaviour is representative of what
the phase behaviour would be of a sample polymerized to have a volume fraction
/ P E P equal to the average volume fraction of the blend ( /PEP)-
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7 Summary

The mesoscopic phase behaviour was investigated in a low molar mass diblock
copolymer model system of poly(ethylene-a/£-propylene)-poly(dimethylsiloxane).
Combining temperature controlled rheology, for the precise identification of order-
disorder and order-order transitions, and small-angle x-ray and neutron scattering
measurements, for the identification of phase symmetry, the morphology diagram
was constructed, which indicates the stable phases in terms of degree of segre-
gation and composition. This study shows and unpreceded identification of an
upper limit of the stability of the complex gyroid phase which, for compositions
at / < 0.5, is limited by the hexagonal phase. For samples at compositions / > 0.5
the upper limit was formed by the HPL phase. This phase, however, was shown to
be metastable by simultaneous small-angle neutron scattering measurements and
in-silu rheology measurements, which related the macroscopic dynamical mechan-
ical response and the mesoscopic structural behaviour in real time. These studies
show that the structure relaxes into the more stable gyroid phase, in agreement
with theory. The study of a super-cooled hexagonal phase relaxing to the gy-
roid phase confirmed previous findings for the epitaxial relationships between the
hexagonal and gyroid phases. However the transformation to the gyroid phase
happens on a time scale of hours, which compared to typical experimental tem-
perature ramps is rather slow, but much faster than the time scale of diblock
systems of higher molar mass, which may be the reason that the phase transi-
tions reported here were not observed in earlier investigations. High resolution
studies using synchrotron small-angle x-ray scattering was used to complement
the neutron scattering by elucidating the structures of the various morphologies.
These studies showed that that the gyroid structure does not super cool as a single
phase, but reflections characteristic of the HPL structure appear when the sample
is cooled. Puzzling SAXS patterns were obtained from the HPL-like structure,
which may be modelled as a combination of stacking sequences of hexagonally
perforated layers. The gyroid phase showed a typical 10-spot pattern when it was
grown in oriented samples of the higher temperature hexagonal phase or the lower
temperature HPL. This pattern was indexed by the scheme that the phase is a 2D
powder of directionally oriented domains with the [111] crystal direction in parallel
to the previously applied shear, but otherwise randomly rotated round this axis.
This 2D powder model was unambiguously verified by novel SANS experiments
of mesoscopic crystallography, which based on well known techniques, is a very
powerful tool for indexation of complex structures in soft condensed matter.
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